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by MICHAEL TERRY

[ P E R S P E CT I V E ]

THE NEWS,
BUT FAKE
WHAT IS FAKE NEWS? Surely, the term
deserves a few dozen dissertations at this
point and no doubt, we will get them.
But, let’s for now think a little bit about
what it means through the way we react
to hearing it said. Maybe when you hear
it said, it’s coming from the mouth of
Donald Trump or Doug Ford or Nigel
Farage, and you think it’s sort of funny,
maybe even making a larger point about
the bias of the media and the ‘elitists’. It

might not actually mean that the news
in question is fake, but rather that the
system through which news is disseminated is so discredited in your eyes that
there’s no point in believing anything in
particular. Perhaps, when you hear it,
you know that most likely, the news in
question is real. Fake News is Real News.
Or, at least, if someone suggests news is
fake, they are in fact trying to muddy the
waters, and deflect something that is

quite real. Or, maybe the phrase is simply
essential to understanding the era in
which we live. What doesn’t Fake News
tell us?
But what happens when we are faced
with news that is actually fake? When
the deliberate manufacturing of news
that is not real is foisted upon a public so
as to exacerbate beliefs, biases, antagonisms? Last week, we got a taste of what
is almost certainly going be a deluge of
Actual Fake News in the days, weeks,
months, and years to come. A doctored
video of Nancy Pelosi, slowed down and
altered to make her appear drunk,
slurred, confused. The clip was shared
thousands of times in a matter of hours,
viewed millions of times, leaping from
across the internet, onto Fox News, and
almost inevitably, into the Twitter feed
of one President Trump.
All the obvious cynical politics
aside, the clip itself was not even a particularly good fake. It was simply slowed
down, the voice altered to sound a little
like Pelosi’s actual tone, and away it
went. Facebook refused to take down the
video because they thought the video
was meant as satire. Even more laughable, instead of taking the video down
they put up a convoluted non–warning
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warning suggesting that some fact checkers (who everyone trusts without question, right?) say the video is fake. A
Facebook spokesperson declared “We
think it’s up to people to make an
informed choice what to believe.”
Comforting stuff, indeed.
What we have here is just the most
recent example of how unable we have
been to deal with the ever–unfolding
technology that has sent our society and
politics into warp speed. Also, it reveals
that there’s no real possibility of slowing
it down either. Instead, we can’t do
much but careen from debacle to debacle
with ever–increasing speed.
As if on queue, days after the Pelosi
mess, Samsung announced the ability to
bring portrait photos to life. Yes, this is
real news. The technology is able to
make photos ‘speak’. The implications
are far too vast to list in the confines of
this article, but to be sure danger looms.
The ability to easily craft fake news
about anyone, anywhere, is coming and
it will not be stopped.
If you thought you couldn’t trust
what you see now, well, you ain’t seen
nothing yet. Want to try to get someone
fired? Want to destroy someone’s reputation? That ability, and so much more, is

on its way. The levels of distrust our society is experiencing right now is nothing
more than the first taste. There’s every
chance that the technology that has
come to dictate almost all of our communication swallows itself, and destroying
any semblance of a distinction between
truth and lie.
What emerges from this is simply
impossible to know at this juncture.
Who would be leaned on to adjudicate
in this type of environment? How would
you be able to contest a charge from
another person, or the state? Maybe we
could create some technology that
makes it easy to determine the authenticity of a picture, a video, a sound? Is
there an answer that is not based within
the same framework of technology that
is leading to this state of disrepair? What
will happen to our mental health is a
landscape where it becomes so difficult
to trust your eyes? When even an
attempt to make an ‘informed choice’
about the validity of any given thing is
itself rife with pitfalls? Don’t worry too
much. There’s every chance we won’t
have to worry about this stuff for that
much longer. After all, the news is out;
there’s aliens. Now to figure out if that
news is real or fake. V

EDITO R ]

THE SKY AIN’T FALLING
“You can fool some of the people some of the time...”
Honest Abe Lincoln
On March 22 the Hamilton Spectator featured an
op–ed by former Mohawk College Centre For
Climate Change expert Sandi Stride and the newly
minted general fighting the “Climate Emergency”
war declared by the city of Hamilton, Andrea
McDowell.
The dynamic duo presented a rather bleak
future for the world due to climate change but especially Hamilton which was singled out for incredible
“hope in action.”
But what caught my rather admitted jaundiced
eye was a claim by the duo that by 2040, the former
Steel City would be experiencing summertime highs
of 44C, or 111F for those that still don’t care for
Pierre Trudeau’s arbitrary metricising of Canadian
numbers and volumes in 1975.
This op–ed in question claim appears to have
come from a recent climate alarmist/catastrophic
claiming book that other high profile climate zealots
like US congresswoman Alexandria Ocasio Cortez
— she of the infamous Green New Deal that would
outlaw air travel and cow farts — love to reference
that claims that basically, the world will end by
2030.
In other words, silly, ridiculous nonsense that
bizarre Toronto Star columnist Heather Mallick also
glommed on to and whose unhinged ramblings on
climate continue to be run by the Spectator as well.
In any event, I happened to come across a valid
2018 Ontario government study of the climate of
Algonquin Park that stated that in the worst case
carbon scenario, the temperature would increase by
.2 C per degree each year for the next 81, which
would turn the park’s climate to that currently experienced by Windsor, near the southern most location in Canada.
http://www.harkness.ca/wp_harkness/wp–content/uplo
ads/SRB–IR–14–Ridgway–ClimateWarmingProjection
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APP.pdf
No where in the Park study were extreme summer high temps of 44C claimed to be in the offing
within 21 years, nor even 41 years, or 61 years for
that matter.
Then, an analysis of the Prairie Climate Centre
study, a much more climate change alarmist site that
social justice warrior climate change extremists love
to quote showed that their data for Toronto for the
year 2050 predicted a mean extreme high of 38C, or
100F.
http://researchimpact.ca/prairie–climate–centre/
Even the alarmist Climate Atlas website, while
maintaining under the worst case scenario that the
maximum temperatures in Hamilton by 2051–2080
will reach 30C or more six fold from the present 8 to
46 days, no where are extreme highs of 44C mentioned. Over 70 years away!
https://climateatlas.ca/climate–change–projections
And for some historical context, let’s go back to
the hot as Hades July of 1936, when Hamilton hit
an all time record high of 41C, or 106F.
Despite all the wild claims made by climate
change extremists who have weaponized climate
change as a scraggly SJW beard, we have not come
close to the wilting summer of 1936 in the following
83 years despite a big increase in greenhouse gases of
which it is claimed, is the direct cause of the projected “climate emergency.” Seems Mother Nature did
not get the “emergency” memo and just continues
to take of business as she has for millions of years.
The overall point is that we in the “banana belt”
in the Golden Horseshoe have lived with hot
humid summers where temperatures often hit the
low to even mid 30s for tens of decades. And a couple extra degrees Celsius in the extreme would hardly qualify as an “emergency” in the next 22, 32, 42,
52, 62, 72 or 82 years especially when all of the cry
wolf pack always quote the most extreme of the projections.
It is getting incrementally noticeably hotter

within decades, but the sky ain’t fallin’ despite the
climate change narrative being hijacked by extremists.
So, armed with a few facts, I tried to get Ms.
Andrea McDowell to comment on the discrepancies between her and her colleague’s op–ed claims,
and what would appear to be actual facts.
Repeated emails to McDowell went unanswered. So, I contacted Ward 7 councillor Esther
Pauls, and after a few back and forths over a week or
so, I finally received a response from McDowell. It
was short but not so sweet as she effectively threw
her co–author Ms. Stride — who has since retired
— under the bus, saying that it was Stride, not her,
that made the 44C claim.
However, I had in my emails to McDowell also
asked her for comment on the Algonquin study and
again it took an intervention from Paul’s office to get
another short McDowell reply which informed me
that she had no time to appraise the Park study.
So, the “hope” general in the “emergency”
Hamilton fight against climate apocalypse does not
have time to comment on a relevant to southern
Ontario climate report that debunks some of her
op–ed claims and the need for a storm the beaches
D–Day–like “emergency”?
I informed McDowell that it was obvious she

was not interested in a serious climate information
exchange and I said that my story would so note,
and it just did.
https://www.hamilton.ca/public–health/health–topics/cli
mate–change
So with the office of “Climate Emergency”,
apparently a leisure time service of the city’s Public
Health Office effectively mute on the matter, I contacted the weather warriors at Environment
Hamilton with the same concerns that were presented to McDowell.
EH director Linda Lukasik, whom I have known
since her meaningful crusade against Philip Services
and Red Hill Expressway in the late ’90s and who I
gave plentiful and sympathetic coverage to in VIEW
mag in that era, and her aide du camp Ian Borsuk
who has been given fawning climate change coverage by the Hamilton media, did not respond at all to
repeated requests for comment. I wonder if like Ms.
McDowell, they were just too darned busy responding to climate “emergencies.” Or is it perhaps something else?
Because it would appear that those yelling FIRE!
in the theatre the loudest are quite less vocal when
it comes to defending their wild claims when they
are called to account on them.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 15
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by GREGORY CRUIKSHANK
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by MAXIE DARA

DON’T MISUNDERSTAND ME MIND PLAY
PATRICK CARGILL’S Don’t Misunderstand
Me, currently presented as a co–production by Act 4 Productions and Theatre
Burlington, is the story of a charming
Englishman named Charles Fleminge,
who cheated on his wife of twenty years
while on a New York business trip, then
discreetly dumped his American fling,
returned home and carried on as if nothing happened. Except, shockingly, his
fling has tracked him down, blissfully
oblivious of his marriage, because the
loveable scamp lied to her by “borrowing” the true story of his brother’s messy
divorce as his own. That his fling’s name
is similar to that of his brother’s new wife,
who was supposed to be joining the
Fleminges for dinner on this particular
evening but has been delayed, only
serves to add to the WHACKY shenanigans that ensue as that silly Charles,
reluctantly aided by his brother, tries to
cover his own ass so that nobody realizes
the nature of his affair.
The play falls into a particular theatrical subgenre which I personally cannot stand: the revolving–door mistaken
identity drawing room farce. Unlike, say,
Oscar Wilde’s The Importance of Being
Earnest, which keeps its mistaken identity hijinks simple and mercifully brief
amidst a larger story, this sort of play
hinges entirely upon those mix–ups not
being easily resolved by its characters,
drawing the confusion out for as long as
humanly possible, warping what may
have started as a simple misunderstanding into a veritable Gordian Knot of
entrances, exits, and absurd leaps in logic
by all parties involved. It is, to be frank,
the kind of play I find utterly insuffer-

6

able.
To Cargill’s credit, there is a
decent–if–predictable twist at the end of
the first act, and a second genuinely surprising and clever twist at the end of the
show. Those twists don’t make up for the
onslaught of familiar plot points and
equally tired jokes and gags; nor do they
compensate for the increasingly uncomfortable sexual politics of watching a
man elaborately deceiving two women
he claims to care for in order to maintain
existing lies he claims were told for the
sake of his “happy marriage”.
Still, whatever issues I have with the
play itself do not extend to the production as a whole. In spite of the limitations
of the material, director Peter Lloyd and
his cast and crew have managed to work
within them, to generally positive results.
As they move about the confines of
Dan Megaffin’s pastel–coloured set, itself
pleasant to look at in its minimalist
charm (the hanging painting by Mark
Collis adds a touch of class), the players
keep the energy high at all times, delivering otherwise familiar punchlines with
enough gusto and enthusiasm to elicit
laughs from the crowd, this reviewer
included. There are some awkward
stretches of silence during moments of
minimal onstage activity, and the timing
of a particular entrance/exit gag
sequence could be tightened up, but on
the whole, it’s a solidly paced, expertly
performed piece.
All of the actors play their characters
broad and unerringly within type, yet
this does not prove to be a flaw: Steph
Christaens portrays American fling
Jaynie as a ditzy airhead, but not so much

as to be cartoonishly inauthentic: Carla
Zabek’s prim–and–proper rendering of
Charles’ wife Margery occasionally softens, revealing layers of complexity
beneath an otherwise broadly stern
façade; Andy Dumas as Charles’ brother
Robert is oddly restrained given the
character’s outgoing nature, yet this
proves to be a fine contrast to the almost
apoplectic befuddlement Julian Ford
invests in Charles. An otherwise despicable character, Ford plays him throughout as genuinely overwhelmed by his circumstances, and his chemistry with
Zabek speaks to a genuinely loving marriage of several years. Indeed, the chemistry between all the actors is believable
and palpable, right down to the unexpected friendship that develops between
Jaynie and Robert’s wife Jane (the latter
portrayed by Jaclyn Scobie, who is generally hilarious, and can throw a
death–glare like nobody’s business).
There is clearly a lot of care and
effort that went into this production
from everyone involved, and for this
reviewer, that effort elevated Don’t
Misunderstand Me from an utterly insufferable viewing experience to being marginally tolerable. Those who don’t share
my grievances with this style of play will
be able to better appreciate the fruits of
their labours.V

DON’T
MISUNDERSTAND ME
Written by: Patrick Cargill
Directed by: Peter Lloyd
Playing at: Theatre Burlington (2311 New
Street, Burlington)
Showtimes: May 30, 31, June 1 @ 8PM
Box Office: 905-639-7700

ENTER MIND PLAY, a theatre festival devoted to exploring mental health through the
medium of performance art. Created in
2017 by Adam Bryan, Mind Play is bringing this often hidden subject into the spotlight.
“My friend and mentor, Darren
Stewart–Jones, who runs the HamilTEN
Theatre Festival, chose to take a year off
from producing the festival as a friend of
his passed to suicide, along with her
daughter a few months later,” says Bryan.
“I created Mind Play to not only fill the
void of another festival in between things
like Frost Bites and the Hamilton Fringe, but
to also pay tribute to her and her daughter
and give artists an opportunity to talk
about their mental health in a safe space.”
Mind Play will host six diverse productions with an intermission in between:
Lightbulb Heart’s Karaoke Visiting Hour,
Notapom Productions’ And How Does
That Make You Feel?, Love, Loss, and the
Shit in Between by Blethering Clype,
Shannon MacKinnon’s Dear John, Sarah
O’Connor’s Beep, and Xiety Complex from
Alia J Productions, which offers a unique
fusion of spoken work, movement, music
and hula hoop routines.
“My dad passed away to lung cancer at
the end of summer last year, and I wasn’t
sure if I was going to be able to do the festival this year,” says Bryan. “One of the
shows I actually picked right out of
HamilTEN, which is Beep by Sarah
O’Connor. It tells the story of people trying to relate to you when you’re going
through the loss of a parent. So that definitely shaped this year’s theme, ‘Just Keep
Playing’. Because I'm moving on, and
staying positive, and enjoying my life, and
the festival is relying on the support of others. When it comes to the rest of the
shows in this year, I felt they all had a similar message of strength and overcoming
difficult situations. They're still here,
they’re telling their stories, and that’s so
fantastic.”
Though the topics explored in this fes-

tival may be a somewhat heavier departure
from other festivals that don’t have such a
singular focus, Mind Play wants audiences
to leave feeling inspired rather than
weighted down by the subject matter. In
an effort to combat potential triggers,
Bryan put a flag system in place to create a
sense of safety for all involved.
“We have yellow flags in between
every seat in the audience, so in case anyone feels they are overwhelmed or a show
hits too close to home, they can have
someone guide them out of the theatre,”
says Bryan.
And yet, Mind Play makes no apologies for focusing on the real: struggles, loss,
hope. Life at its most vulnerable and most
sincere.
“I think a lot of the artists involved
have felt they’ve had a story to tell but
never a platform,” says Bryan. “If you’re
doing a festival like Fringe that relies on a
lot of self–promotion and ‘hey, here’s all
my marketing material, come see my show
about depression’, and they’re worried that
no one will see that versus a comedy show
or a musical with rabbits playing guitars.
So I’ve heard time and time again, ‘thank
you for making something like this, I didn’t think I’d be able to tell this story.’ And
that’s why I do it. And that’s why I chose
to continue it on this year after all my
hardships of 2018.”
Getting through hardships together is
exactly what Mind Play is all about. Says
Bryan, “Someone can come to see one of
these shows and find themselves in that,
and either find peace or comfort in knowing that someone’s going through the same
things as them, or be a support for people
going through those times, or find the ability that they didn’t know they had to share
their own story. V

MIND PLAY
THEATRE FESTIVAL
MAY 31 - JUNE 1 @ 7 PM.
Staircase Cafe Theatre
27 Dundurn St. N, Hamilton
redpants.ca/mindplay
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by TAMARA KAMERMANS
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MY FATHER’S HOUSE
A STORY OF HOPE

PHOTO: DAVE GRUGGEN

IT WAS 1974. The beauty pageant tradition was thriving. Like the Oscars, the
Grey Cup or a quality Friday night
made–for–tv movie, the pageant found
the whole family huddled around the tv
to worship the beauties. This particular
pageant had the central Hamilton streets
atwitter: Miss Teen Hamilton.
Would it be Lisa Langlois? We hoped
in solidarity. Would our very own girl
next door win the crown? She did. Then
it was onward to Miss Teen Canada and
the Miss Teenage Inter Continental
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Pageant, but sensing a lack of honesty in
the field even at the age of 15, Lisa
moved on to what she perceived to be a
more authentic choice for herself and
entered Ryerson University for
Journalism.
Retrospectively, Lisa confirms that a
film career was not her intention, but
somehow it fell in her lap when her
dance teacher at the time, Marlene York,
suggested she look at commercial work to
make money while in University. This
decision was the charm and in four short

years the acting doors opened.
Once again the Dundas and
Hamilton televisions delighted as local
fans watched her film debut in Claude
Chabrol’s mystery Blood Relatives (1978)
opposite Donald Sutherland. Surely she
would be swept away to Hollywood: she
was. LA had her captive for ten years
enamored with her vulnerability. The
entertainment field is notorious for soaking up the innocence of new talents and
not every starlet survives the process. Lisa
attests to the fact that some very huge
stars were surprisingly unhappy and damaged by the business.
She admits she wasn’t quite prepared
for this injurious aspect of the scene and
never felt she was in touch with her genuine self when maneuvering through this
world. Eventually, she worked her way
back to Toronto and then came her son’s
tragic car accident. Many years and many
surgeries later her child is on the mend,
and now she’s back in the Hammer to
mark her return to the stage at the Pearl
Company in Sylvia’s Fraser’s, My Father’s
House.
This is a stage adaptation of Fraser’s
novel, a hard–hitting, homegrown memoir of incest and abuse. It’s about speak-

ing truth and in Lisa’s words, not just
about “Sylvia Fraser/victim who was
abused by her father. That is just the
“back drop”. The play is about Sylvia
Fraser/survivor/thriver and hence, it is
about hope.”
As a vehicle for her return, playing
this role appeals to her deep aspiration for
authenticity. A survivor herself, she
recalls the many times in audition rooms
filled with men that an inexplicable
sense of fear suddenly overcame her. She
stumbled and the words didn’t come out
smoothly but like Fraser, she overcame.
This is resilience and I think it speaks
directly to our #metoo generation. The
new story is about thriving and Langlois
is fully embodying it.
Future plans include collaborating
with “Geoffrey Clarfield (he is a journalist and anthropologist who also produced, Ghosts of our Forests)” on the
plight of the the Yazidi people, in a modern day Holocaust/Genocide and continuing to develop Fraser’s autobiographical
work for film, a project that has been ten
years in the making.
Lisa herself attended school at Ecole
Notre–Dame on Cumberland Avenue, a
few blocks from Sylvia Fraser’s actual

house, and she intends to extend this
type of accuracy throughout the process
by casting and filming as much as possible in Hamilton. Both our city, the steel
town turned arts incubator, and greater
society, filling up with the long unheard
stories of women are ready for this project. Lisa has hit her stride, in my opinion.
She’s dodged the counterfeit lifestyles of
the rich and famous, the fascia of the
beauty pageant, and the invisible
restraints of abuse.
Now, she’s home and it turns out to
be just the right place at the right time for
the right person. Welcome back Lisa.
You made it possible for a lot of people to
dream in 1974 about a girl next door and
a bigger world. We’re all gathered around
waiting to watch the next chapter of success.
Don’t miss My Father’s House playing
the next two weekends at the Pearl
Company: a story of hope and truth. V

MY FATHER’S HOUSE
Playing at: Pearl Company
16 Steven Street, Hamilton
Showdates: May 30 to June 8 @ 8pm
June 21 and 9 @2pm
Tickets: 905-524-0606
thepearlcompany.ca
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THE
GENTLEMAN
CLOTHIER

PHOTO: LYNNE JAIMESON

DIRECTOR AND CASTMATES agree: Daniel
Gariépy IS Norman Davenport. Gregory
Flis, director of The Gentleman Clothier,
says, “If you see a gentleman with a neat
cropped goatee, wearing a sports jacket
and a bow tie, riding his bicycle on the
bayfront, say, ‘Good day, Daniel!’”
“Daniel strikes me as a bit of an
anachronism. He himself admits that he
resembles a man who appears out of time
with the present, and that is precisely
how Norman Davenport, The
Gentleman Clothier, is described,” says
Flis.
“I should mention that casting is the
toughest job a director has,” he adds.
“You know this when you’ve cast correctly, because suddenly everything
comes so much easier. I’m in that position.”
The Gentleman Clothier is a 2014
comedy opening May 31 at The Players’
Guild. Davenport, an expert tailor living
in Halifax, feels out of place in the modern era. He was ‘born in the wrong century,’ and longs for the simpler, more dignified ways of the 19th century.
But Davenport has opened a new
clothing store and needs to cater to 21st
century tastes, however unwillingly. In
short order, he takes on tailor Sophie
Tomesko (Aimee Kessler Evans) as well
as single father and ‘handyman,’ Patrick
Markham (Key Straughan). Soon,
Alisha Sparrow (Gail Edwards) enters
8

the shop as its first customer and, unexpectedly, Davenport finds himself
enchanted.
“Daniel was born to play Norman
Davenport,” Edwards says warmly. “I'm
so happy to finally be sharing the stage
with him after having known him for 35
years. We first worked together on
Waiting for the Parade here at The
Players’ Guild in 1984.”
It isn’t just other people noting the
kismet in the casting of the title role.
Gariépy sees it himself: “I AM Norman
Davenport. That is all. But seriously,
there was something in this character
that resonated with me. I really felt
almost as though the part was written for
me. And that’s actually quite scary, if you
think about it.”
“While he could be seen as something of a buffoon or a prig, he actually
has layers beneath,” he explains. “The
challenge is to find ways to dovetail the
many aspects of Norman Davenport and
present him as real enough for the audience to actually care about, and perhaps
even root for.”
And as the characters and relationships develop, and Davenport’s existence gets more complicated, an element of magic enters the story. But as
the old saying goes: ‘Be careful what you
wish for, because you just might get it.’
Norm Foster, the creator of The
Gentleman Clothier, is described as the

ALLISON M. JONES
‘most produced Canadian playwright’ in
the history of the Canadian stage.
Foster’s own website notes his plays are
produced, on average, about 150 times a
year. His popularity and prolific output is
reflected on the playbills in the greater
Hamilton area, where most seasons will
see at least one of the local theatres
mount one of Foster’s 60 plays. This is of
no surprise to Gail Edwards. The
Gentleman Clothier is “the fifth Norm
Foster play I’ve acted in, and the third
I’ve worked on as part of the crew.”
“I enjoy acting in Mr. Foster’s plays
because I find his dialogue to be very
natural which helps in making his characters equally natural,” she explains. She
calls the plays “guaranteed crowd
pleasers, providing genuine laughs as
well as some tender moments along the
way.” A wide range of theatregoers enjoy
the productions, and those resulting full
houses, “keep theatres flourishing!”
Flis also points to the ‘uniquely
Canadian’ aspects of the Foster plays
with which he’s familiar, that often
incorporate “locations like the cottage,
cabin or resort, references to fishing and
hockey. Some references are fairly universal, like golf, but typical Canadian
audiences can always relate.” A strong
thread of humour also runs through the
plays, even his more serious ones.
Audiences can reliably expect a good
time.
For Gariépy, it’s even more straightforward: “I think theatre companies realized long ago that single set, small cast
comedies can be absolute gold mines,”
he says, adding, “Audiences love a rousing, high energy comedy where they can
just park their brains and enjoy the
hijinks.”
Behind the scenes, a experienced
team of volunteers have lent their wisdom, ‘craftsmanship, and artistry’ to the
production, and Flis calls the efforts of
the entire production team ‘invaluable.’
While Flis has directed several plays at
Drury Lane, this is his first time directing
at The Players’ Guild, and he highlights
stage manager Colleen Wray’s memory
and attention to detail as well as co producer Lawrence Hamilton’s steadiness
and optimism as indispensable assets.
“I think a wide variety of theatregoers will like The Gentleman Clothier,” Flis
says. “Those who enjoy comedy, particularly Norm Foster shows; those who
enjoy some emotional and intellectual
stimulation; and even those who enjoy
the genre of time travel!”
The Gentleman Clothier himself,
Gariépy echoes those sentiments: “The
play will have appeal for anyone who
wants a lighthearted evening and a lot of
laughs. Also….there’s TIME TRAVEL!
(who doesn’t like that?!)”V

THE GENTLEMAN
CLOTHIER
May 31, June 1, 6-8 and 13-15, 8 PM
And June 2, 8 and 15, 2 PM (Matinees)
The Players’ Guild of Hamilton
80 Queen St. South
Box office: (905) 529 - 0284; tickets@playersguild.org
Tickets: $30 ($25 for Thursday performances)
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GILLIAN NICOLA'S
"DRIED FLOWERS"
WHILE SHE WAS trained in classical
voice and forged her performance skills
on classic rock covers, Gillian Nicola
Alexander has been on a search for her
own sound and her own identity. Over
two EPs, Nicola had explored life as a
singer and songwriter but it's been three
years since we last spoke. With a wealth
of performances and concerted development behind her, this weekend
Nicola releases her debut full length
some three years in the making and
with Dried Flowers fans can learn more
about what Nicola has learned.
“After I released my last EP, No Place
To Call in 2016 I played a bazillion
shows,” recalls Nicola. “I ended up
doing a hundred shows a year, touring a
bit and playing folk conferences and
then I went to the Banff Center. It’s a
magical place, a multi–disciplinary
institution. They provide these residency programs where artists have space
and time to focus on their work. I went
for the singer/songwriter program for a
three week residency in March 2018.
There were 30 people that worked with
faculty mentors — heavy hitting
Nashville songwriters — that help you
fine tune lyrics or a melody or whatever. Every songwriter is given their own
little hut literally on the side of the
mountain in this ridiculous dream–like
environment to create. It was amazing.
I interacted not only with the faculty
but also the other songwriters — some
big names you might know and some
others just starting out — and we’d all
collaborate. We all got a recording session with a guy that recorded the
Arcade Fire.
“I wrote half of this record there and
recorded two of the songs there,” adds
Nicola. “An absurd amount of people
played on this record because the Banff
Center tracks had two different bands
on them. Then last June I recorded the
album with John Dinsmore at the
Lincoln County Social Club in Toronto
and it’s absolutely stacked with great
players — Aaron Goldstein, Gord
Tough, Drew Jurecka, Rosalyn
Dennett, and more.”
As much as having something to
sing about, Nicola realized there was so
much more to nurture in approach and
presentation and she offers a rich tapestry of chill songwriting narratives that
can bemuse or unsettle equally well.
Dried Flowers is a collection of more
pensive ruminations meant for chill
times perhaps but it’s the more uptempo singles that Nicola achieves maximum effect. But evoking Bon Iver or
City and Colour or a rootsy, country
folk rock seems to be her bread and butter. Nicola tackles some serious lyrical
fodder as well — sexual assault, domestic violence, gaslighting and more —
with the titular track encompassing the
overall experience.
“I’ve been told I should use the term
Americana but I feel weird about that
and would call it Canadiana because
I’m not from the US, but if I go on
Spotify.com and I look up Americana
10
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— yeah, that’s the kind of stuff I like so
I’ll roll with it,” says Nicola. “For me,
It’s a pretty big umbrella term that
includes roots or alt–country and that’s
definitely in there.
“I was thinking about things I left
behind when relationships end,” she
adds on the song “Dried Flowers”.
“There was almost a grocery list of
things but I focused on the flowers
aspect of it. A bouquet, one really nice
thing, if you hang on to that for ever,
maybe it’s a nice thing or maybe it isn’t.
It might be my favourite song on the
record because the string section on the
song is out of control. Musically, it fit at
the end of the record like a finale and
yes, it is sad.”
While a lot of her music could be
called sad, Nicola is an engaging, uplifting conversationalist and has elevated
herself in the business end of things.
She’s part of the Hamilton Music
Strategy Committee, volunteers for
Girls Rock Camp Toronto with a
potential Hamilton chapter in the
works and more. She teaches voice and
guitar and hosts open mics but with the
focus on her own original music this
weekend focuses on putting the spotlight on her own creation.
“The first half of Dried Flowers to me
is pretty light–hearted, I suppose, and
then the second half is where we get
more into the thick of it,” says Nicola.
“I think we’re all trying to figure things
out and I think I know my identity better. I hope so — getting there anyways.
I like making music that’s flexible
because I end up playing a lot by myself
but I really like playing with a band,
too. I write so that it works in both scenarios. I’m not bummed out all the
time, I mean my family asks me some-

times, ‘Are you okay?’ and I just say,
‘yeah, I’m good’, I just like sad music.
“I’m really excited to be having a full
band for this release show to flesh out
the songs and present them closer to
the record but It will also be a nice story
telling experience with a lot of info
about the songs as well,” adds Nicola. “I
think it’s going to be a good show.”
Gillian Nicola plays this Friday May
31 at Mills Hardware with
Benjamin Dakota Rogers. Doors
are at 7 pm and advance tickets are
available for $10 via gillian_nicola.eventbrite.ca or $15 at the door.
Click on gilliannicola.com

MARK HOWARD
CANCER FREE BENEFIT
CONCERT
The story of Hamilton’s Mark
Howard was ripe for a biography but it
wasn’t until a life altering epiphany that
he actually decided to put pen to paper
or at least fingers to keyboard.
The famed producer had spent nearly three decades travelling the world to
record important music but when he
was diagnosed with melanoma,
Howard’s examination of his record
career developed into a book entitled
Listen Up!: Recording Music with Bob
Dylan, Neil Young, U2, R.E.M., The
Tragically Hip, Red Hot Chili Peppers,
Tom Waits... (ECW Press). While the
last eighteen months has been a struggle, Howard is on the other side of beating cancer and with a clean bill of
health and now is offering a special live
music concert celebration, book signing
and fundraiser in his hometown.
“It was 1980 when I dropped out of

Grade 9 at Westdale and I became a
soundman for Lou Furlaneto,” recalls
Howard. "It was a cool music scene at
that time — early punk scene going on
but I got involved with the blues and
hooked up with Richard “King Biscuit
Boy” Newell. We went on a cross
Canada tour in a cube van, with
Biscuit, me, seven guys and a dog. That
was quite the tour, I tell you, but after
we got back, I got into a motorcycle
accident and so I wasn’t able to go back
out on the road anymore and got a job
at Grant Avenue Studio with Bob
Doidge here in Hamilton and that’s
where my recording career started.
“I started making coffee at the studio
and then within six weeks I’m like the
chief engineer doing all of these night
sessions,” adds Howard. “I was pretty
green at the time but Daniel Lanois
ended up coming back after he’d made
this record for U2 called The Joshua
Tree and he ended up using me on that
set. I did that session and then he was
working on his own album Acadie and
he called me up to help set up a recording studio he was building in New
Orleans to record the Neville Brothers.
It was only a six month deal but those
six months turned into 30 years so I
think I made the right choice. Right
after the Neville Brothers, it was Bob
Dylan and then Chris Whitley and
REM, Pearl Jam — jut one huge band
after another. It wasn’t until I sat down
and started writing this book that I kind
of stepped back and said, ‘I guess I’ve
done a lot of work’.”
Howard was at the right place at the
right time with the right skills and attitude and Hamilton figures only in the
introduction and then Howard crisscrosses the globe. There are stories on
Iggy Pop and Willie Nelson as well as
Mumford and Sons, the Tragically Hip
and Sam Roberts — Listen Up is a compact page turner and if you’re curious it
offers Howard’s production thoughts
and if you’re a fan it offers an exclusive
backstage pass for readers to explore
what producing was like for Howard
with these people. Naturally, when
you’re living it, everything simply
becomes a given — until life throws a
curve ball.
“I was diagnosed with melanoma
cancer,” says Howard. “At first I didn’t
think much of it until it spread to my
liver, my spleen and my brain. Once I
got scared, I lost a lot of weight and
went into the hospital. I was asked to
write this bio page but once I started
writing I couldn’t stop. I started to document how I went from Hamilton to
New Orleans to Mexico to California
and all over the world. Because of the
cancer, I sat on the couch a lot and so I
dedicated every morning to writing and
within six months I had the bones of
the book. I sent chapters to my brother
in London, England where he’s a writer
and he made it readible.
“I’ve always been a renegade when I
record bands so it’s always been a guerrilla style because you get one chance to
do it so you better be on top of it,” adds
Howard. “Because of my background, I
treated every session like a live show so

by RIC TAYLOR
as soon as the musician walks in to the
room I was ready to capture the sound
before it began to wander. Schools
might teach technical stuff but there’s a
whole nother level of psychological levels that they can’t teach you like how
you deal with a heroin addict. The
book touches on some of those experiences.”
While Howard’s family has always
remained in the Hamilton area and he’s
regularly visited, this weekend marks a
public celebration of the music, the
book and the life Howard has created
with some important people to him in
the Hamilton area. The Mark Howard
Cancer Free Benefit Concert is in
memory of Jennifer van Leeuwen, the
person that helped Howard get the
treatment he needed but sadly passed
herself. It’s also raising funds for the
Princess Margaret Cancer Centre that
helped him beat cancer. The event
showcases some local name talent and
even a former Hamiltonian musician
who’s best known for his role in the film
Empire Records. Coyote Shivers hosts a
musical night to celebrate all things
Mark Howard.
“It was a rough ride for a minute but
I’ve surfed right out of there and I’m
back to work,” says Howard. “The book
started because of the cancer but now
I’m cancer free so I’m putting on a celebration for that, for the book and for
Hamilton and Hamilton musicians like
Tom Wilson, Teenage Head and all of
the local bands I worked with over the
years. I’ve invited them to come to the
show and play but I’ve asked each one
to do a song from one of the artists I’ve
worked with in my catalogue so Dave
Rave is doing Bob Dylan, Tom Wilson
is doing a Tom Waits song. So it’s a cool
evening of music I’ve made with people
I’ve worked with — celebrating their
careers and their musicianship. It’s
going to be a great night of singers and
songs. They’re all people I’ve already
had some chapters making music and
now I’m coming back and we’ve been
talking about maybe making some new
chapters together. Chris Wilson and
the Perennials, I got my start with them
in the basement, they’re called Under
Popularity now and they’re going to be
doing a medley of four Iggy Pop songs so
it’s going to be cool.
“There is going to be a lot to see and
hear,” adds Howard. “Last week, the
book became a number one best seller
on Amazon but at this book signing I’m
also displaying some of my behind the
scenes photos taken over the years with
Robert Plant, Neil Young, Joni
Mitchell. You can read it in the book
but if you come to the show, you will be
able to see these photos for the first
time. It’s going to be a great night of
music and memories and I want to raise
awareness about cancer and how I beat
it. I’m making it my mission to spread
the word on protecting yourself from
the sun to prevent skin cancer. It is all
very important to me... What do I want
to be remembered for? I feel a lot of the
records I’ve made are timeless and that
would be a good way to be remembered.”
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The Mark Howard Cancer Free
Benefit Concert happens Saturday
June 1 at the Music Hall with Dave
Rave, Tom Wilson, Jon Harvey from
Monster Truck, Melissa Marchese,
Chris Caddell, Jesse O'Brien,
Ginger St. James, Hailee Rose, Tim
Gibbons,Amanda Jean,Harm &
Ease, Lynn Rosenblood, Under
Popularity, host Coyote Shivers
and more. Tickets are $30 or $70
for a VIP Backstage Pass and the
book signing starts at 6 pm while
the concert starts at 8 pm. Click on
ecwpress.com/products/listen-up
or find Mark Howard on
Facebook.com

PERSONS' "AIRBORNE/
TIME TO"
When Benita Whyte, Katie
McDonald and Jackson Darby moved
from Montreal to Hamilton and began
offering their own electronic and
eccentric musical explorations, they
were immediately welcomed into the
more underground local art and art
rock communities. Over the last few
years, they’ve not only created and performed their own music but also began
developing the infrastructure of what
like minded artists could do. Persons,
the band, is releasing a new 7–inch
manufactured by Personal Touch Vinyl
and available via their label Personal
Records.
“Persons has been busy touring a lot
and work–shopping new songs on the
road and recording with different people in the studio,” offers Darby on current activities. “We’ve been working
with producer Aaron Hutchinson
(Haolin Munk, Shanika Maria, Ellis,
Sarah Good) at Fort Rose to do our
newest recordings. I’ve usually been
producer so it’s a new experience working with a third party producer.
Producers can fall into patterns so it’s
exciting to have a fresh pair of ears to
guide things into a different direction
and maybe more effective a direction.
"We’ve been working on music and
seeing what goes together well with the
end goal of putting out a full length
record but the two songs on the 7–inch
work really well together and we decided to release them on their own,” adds
Darby. “The songs had both developed
in live settings quite well and they work
structurally well in a complimentary
manner. They have the opposite structure to one another which creates a
nice sonic narrative. The first track has
been around for a long time and has
had a few different versions but the best
of which is on the 7–inch.”
Personal Records is Darby’s own
curated label umbrella that has already
had a compilation released to add a
focus on a swath of like minded
Hamiltonians and more. The label has
also developed a series of limited edition 7–inch lathe cut releases that have
featured Guy Madonna, Bbomit, Bile
Sister, Freaky Boos, YlangYlang and
more all personally made by Darby and
his company.
VIEW MAY 30 — JUNE 5, 2019
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“Personal Touch Vinyl operates out
of my home studio but also does online
short run orders via personaltouchvinyl.com,” explains Darby. “It
exists separately although clearly linked
with Personal Records, which is more
of a curatorial project. I do a maximum
run of 50 and everything is cut in real
time so it’s a very time consuming
process. Anything more than 50 copies
and I’ll have listened to that music far
too many times.
“It’s a challenging format but it’s the
opposite of people’s regular listening
habits,” adds Darby. “Listening to a 45
is a very intentional listening experience so you can’t go very far, you have
to stick around listen to it and then
change the record. I hope the people
that do buy them, listen to them
because there is a lot that goes into
making them. Being able to do this has
been something I’ve been working
towards for ten years and I knew it
would take some time to get to this
point. It’s a little difficult but it’s all
been worth it for me and the artists that
I work with.”
While set up was not simple, now
that Darby’s up and running he’s finding more commissions from locals like
Motëm or Man Made Hill and more.
But while his work behind the scenes
keeps him busy working on other people’s music, it’s his band that offers the
greatest creative outlet and this weekend they offer up two new songs on a
snazzy record with a live show to celebrate.
“We have songs, we play them and
we mash them altogether,” Darby offers
on what to expect from Persons live
performance. “We’ll be performing a
whole lot of new songs at Sous Bas. I DJ
at the club regularly and I think
Persons goes well on a bill with other
DJs. Our music goes well in that dance
environment. When I was putting the
show together, I knew it would go over
better in an environment that is
designed for dancing. If I were to offer
sonic influences it’d be some ’90s hip
hop, disco and techno — the sound
varies a lot but it tends to have a four
on the floor drum beat so it’s conducive
to dancing with hypnotic repetition
and rhythm. There is a visual component with live projections and we’ll do
an ecstatic, high energy performance
that makes you want to dance.”
Persons play on Friday May 31 at
Sous Bas with DJ Smooth
Transitions and DJNPNP. Doors
open at 10 pm and tickets are $7 in
advance from sousbas.com or $10
at the door. Click on personalrecords.bandcamp.com

WILL ROSS'S RETURN
AND LIVE RECORDING
We haven’t officially spoken to Will
Ross in some five years. The
Hamiltonian that grew up locally with
the ska band Jolly Rogers and the jam
band Psychedelicatessin was forging his
own path by moving to Squamish, BC
and forming the Will Ross Band to

open for the likes of Sam Roberts and
more. Since then, Ross has developed a
new musical approach and while he
occasionally visits his old hometown to
perform, this week Ross offers a rare
return to perform but also with the
hopes of recording a live album in
Hamilton.
“I had the Will Ross Band for the
Freeloader album I released back in
2014 and that was a really fun run but I
haven’t done as much stuff with them
since I started the looping thing,” says
Ross. “It makes more sense, dollars and
cents, to be playing solo rather than
with a band if you’re trying to make a
living at it. The west coast has a big
electronic and house music scene so if
you can’t beat ‘em, you’ve got to join
them so with the live looping, I’m creating a live house music kind of sound
with layers and layers of sound — I try
to keep it folky but with that electronic vibe to it.
“I played last year in Hamilton and
we had a really good turn out for that
one,” adds Ross. “I’m thrilled to be
coming to play This Ain’t Hollywood
one last time because I know they have
it up for sale. I wanted to play it one
more time before it goes and what I
want to do is record the show and put
out a live album to capture the vibe of
the venue and energy of the Hamilton
crowd that I can bring out to this
thing.”
Ross melds his love of blue collar folk
and with live looping for what he refers
to as ‘folk–tronic’ for a reportedly
dynamic performance and with a solid
Hamilton fan base hopes to capture the
music and the vibe of the evening for
fans to listen to again and again.
“The live aspect of the show is definitely the best part because you can
watch me build these sounds live off
the floor,” says Ross. “There is a lot of
new music but I haven’t put out an
album in five years because I’ve been
trying to make what I currently do as
good as I can get it before I release it. I
finally feel that I have it at a level that
I’m really proud of it. That’s why I want
to come into ‘the S’aint’ and record the
show to bring it all together. Anyone
who buys a ticket to the show will get a
free downloadable copy as well once
mastered.
“There is going to be some acoustic
folky things in there but there will be a
lot of the live looping with all my pedals, synthesizer, harmonica, shakers,
tambourine – anything I can get my
hands on to throw into the loop,” adds
Ross. “It’ll be an earthy and organic
show that I’m putting on so anyone can
immerse themselves into all the different layers going on — it’s going to be a
good time. I can’t wait to play
Hamilton again and I hope everyone
can make it out and enjoy the music.”
V
Will Ross plays this Thursday May
30 at This Ain't Hollywood with
Union and Kay. Doors open at
7:30pm and tickets are $15 at the
door. Click on facebook.com/willrossmusic
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by BRANDON TRETTER

FORGE FC
GIVING CANADIAN
PLAYERS A PLACE
TO EXCEL

AS THE CITY prepares for the 2019 Ticats season,
perhaps it’s time to shed some light on the other
Canadian football team in the Hammer.
The Canadian Premier League is Canada’s top
professional soccer league and is currently in it’s
inaugural season. Plans for the CPL began long
before the rumours of a potential league began to
swirl in 2013. On May 6, 2018 the CPL would be
unanimously approved by the Canadian Soccer
Association. This was a major step for Canadian
soccer as this means that we were finally getting our
own domestic soccer league. A league where young
Canadians can play and develop. A league that
even younger Canadians can aspire to play in.
While Major League Soccer does feature three
Canadian teams, it is technically an American
league. The CPL has seven teams, all from coast to
coast in Canada, including Hamilton’s Forge FC. In
addition to this, the CPL says they plan to expand
from seven teams to 16 teams by 2026 with expansion potentially beginning as soon as 2020.
One major difference between the CPL and
MLS (and other major North American leagues) is
that the CPL has adopted a club model, as oppose
to a franchise model. This helps ensure that teams
will have more grass roots engagement within their
communities. Furthermore this allows for the possibility of promotion and relegation in the future, a
system that is used in soccer leagues throughout the
world.
So what exactly does the Canadian Premier
League mean for Canadian soccer? Well as long suffering fans of the Canadian Men’s national team
will tell you, they’ve just had trouble getting enough
talent, at least talent that wants to play for the
national team. Calgary’s Owen Hargreaves went
overseas to play for Bayern Munich and
Manchester United before declaring his loyalties
with England’s national team. Scarborough’s
Jonathan de Guzman got to play in a World Cup
Final for the Netherlands after committing to play
for them over his home country in 2013.
This is where the CPL comes in. The goal of
12

the CPL is to give Canadian players a place to play,
develop and grow. In order to ensure the development of these young Canadians, each CPL team is
limited to seven international players and must
have six Canadians in their starting 11.
Furthermore, each team is required to give 1,000
minutes of playing time to players under the age of
21. This ensures that young Canadians will be getting minutes that they otherwise would have struggled to get overseas, due to similar rules in other
leagues.
The CPL will also give something for young
Canadians to aspire to. A kid growing up in
Hamilton can now has a realistic path to play professional soccer. A kid who had no interest in soccer before, now has a team playing in his back yard,
a team that he can look up to, a team full of guys
that were once just like him.
On the pitch, the structure of the CPL season is
a bit unique as there are actually two seasons and no
playoffs. There’s a 10 game spring season and an 18
game fall season. The winner of the spring season
will host the winner of the fall season in the
Canadian Premier League Championship in
October.
In addition to the CPL season, there are a few
other competitions that the clubs participate in.
First, there is the Canadian Championship which is
a domestic cup tournament — similar to the FA
cup in England, where Canadian teams from MLS,
the United Soccer League and various other minor
and semi pro leagues compete for the Voyageurs
Cup. The winner of the Voyageurs Cup gets a berth
in Concacaf Champions League (more on that
later).
There is also the Concacaf League (not to be
confused with Concacaf Champions League). This
season, the CPL teams in Edmonton, Hamilton and
Winnipeg will compete for a berth in the Concacaf
League. In order to determine which CPL team gets
into the Concacaf League, the three teams will play
each other twice in the spring season with the team
who has the most points in those four games

advancing on. Starting next season, the winner of
the Canadian Premier League Championship will
enter the Concacaf League. The CPL representative will compete with clubs from all over North
and Central America to get into Concacaf
Champions League.
Finally, the Champions League is a competition where the best of the best in North and
Central America compete to be crowned the best
team in the region. 16 teams compete in the
Champions League, with only one of those spots
being guaranteed to a Canadian team (the
Voyageurs Cup winner). 4 teams from Mexico and
the U.S are awarded a spot in the tournament,
they’re joined by one team from Canada, Costa
Rica, El Salvador, Guatemala, Honduras and
Panama with the final spot going to the winner of
Concacaf League.
Closer to home, Hamilton’s CPL representative is Forge FC. Forge was founded by Ticats owner
Bob Young and was officially granted entrance into
the CPL on May 6, 2017 as one of the original two
teams.
Young has been a staple in the Hamilton sports
community, not only with Forge and the Ticats but
with Tim Hortons Field. Located on Melrose
avenue in east Hamilton, the field hosts both Forge
and Ticats home games. Residing on the grounds
that used to host Ivor Wynne Stadium, Tim
Horton’s hasn’t lost the spirit of Hamilton, that the
old building was famous for.
Personnel wise, Forge named Bobby Smyrniotis
as their inaugural Head Coach in October 2018.
Smyrniotis founded League1 Ontario superpower
Sigma FC in 2005. At Sigma, Smyrniotis was
known for his ability to develop young players into
professionals. Smyrniotis coached future Forge players Emery Welshman and Canadian internationals
Kyle Bekker and Kwame Awuah, all of which have
spent time in MLS.
Smyrniotis also had a hand in the development
of Canadian international Cyle Larin, who was
selected first overall by Orlando in the 2015 MLS

Superdraft. While at Orlando, Larin scored 43 goals
in 87 games before eventually transferring to legendary Turkish club Besiktas in 2018. Larin has five
goals in 15 appearances.
In Smyrniotis, Forge has decided to go with a
track record for developing talent, in hopes that he
can have similar success developing players, this
time at the professional level.
As for the players, Forge announced the first
two signings, Kyle Bekker and Chris Nanco in
November 2018. Bekker played under Smyrniotis
at Sigma from 2007–2009 and was named the captain of Forge FC. The Oakville native also has
experience for the Canadian national team, playing
in 18 games since 2013.
Forge has had a rather unlucky (but still successful) start to the season. They have dominated possession and carried the run of play in most, if not all
of their five matches so far. However, with two wins,
two losses and a draw to show for it, Forge sit in second place with seven points in the spring season.
From here on out, Forge has little room for error if
they hope to host the Canadian Premier League
Championship at Tim Hortons field in October.
As for the other two competitions, Forge won
their first matchup against Valour and are tied with
Edmonton with one win a piece. Forge will play
their first Canadian Championship match on June
4 at Tim Hortons field against Cavalry FC.
Forge’s next home match will take place at Tim
Hortons Field, when they host FC Edmonton in a
match that has both CPL and Concacaf League
implications. After that match, they will have at
least 10 more home matches this season.
In Forge, Hamilton has an affordable entertainment option and offers fans the opportunity the be
a part of something special from the very beginning.
What started as a spark, has grown into a movement. V
The next game is on Saturday June 15, 5pm
vs Valour FC at Tim Horton’s Field.
Click on forgefc.canpl.ca/schedule for complete schedule.
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AUGUST 8
August 8th’s dishes are a culinary delight Featuring
the best of Cantonese–style dim sum and traditional Japanese cuisine. The fusion of flavours from 2
very distinctive cusines will entice your senses and
tantalize your palate. 2017 Gold Winner Best Dim
Sum and Silver Winner Best Sushi. Now with FIVE
area locations: Downtown Hamilton, Upper James,
Paramount Drive, Burlington and Oakville. All you
can eat, takeout, and delivery. However you get it,
our food is freshly made to order just for you.
I Wilson St, Hamilton. 905.524.3838
1066 Upper James St., Hamilton. 905.383.9293
835 Paramount Drive, Stoney Creek. 905.561.7667
834 Brant St., Burlington. 905.633.8288
www.august8.ca

CARIBBEAN

VIBEZ CARIBBEAN
Get an authentic taste of the Caribbean. Try our
“Yardie” meals, served with rice and a side, including Jerk Chicken, Oxtail and Goat, our delicious
Rotis, made fresh in house, fantastic Doubles
(chickpea or goat), or try Southern favourites
including Chicken and Waffles. And if you like it
spicy, pick up a bottle of our own “Vibez Freakin Hot
Pepper Sauce”. And try our great freshly made
baked goods including red–velvet cake. Lunch special just $6.99 including pop. Open noon–9 daily.
971 King St. East, Hamilton.
905.581.2062

PINKS BURGERS
VVIEW Readers Choice for Best Gourmet Burger
Gold Award! We strive for absolute guest satisfaction and use only the best ingredients in our
food. Homemade goodness, always fresh, never
frozen. Choose from burgers, poutine, cheese
fries, gyros, shakes and more. Fresh. Fast. Tasty.
We are across from Mac and we serve draught
beer. Like us on facebook, follow us on twitter.
#comegetsome, #eatmorepinks
1335 Main St. W. Hamilton.
905.317.4657

BOMBAY TOUCH
East Hamilton’s Best Indian Restaurant. Come
visit us at our new location across from Eastgate
Square. Bombay Touch utilizes only the best
quality ingredients to create a harmony of subtle
flavours so you can experience the true taste of
Indian Cuisine. Our Chef has won several culinary awards and will cook you the most delicious Indian food. Open 7 days a week.
Lunchtime Thali trays from the buffet. Great
Indian Sweets counter for any occassion.
800 Queenston Road, Hamilton
905.930.9858
www.bombaytouch.ca

GATE OF INDIA
Indian Food at it’s very best! Lunch Specials
starting at just $6.95. (chicken, lamb, beef or
vegetarian). Made to order from the freshest
ingredients. Multiple winner of Best Indian Food
(View, Spectator, Burlington Post). Pickup and
Student discounts (10%). Serving Greater
Hamilton for over 28 years. Open for Lunch
11:30–2pm Mon–Sat, and Dinner 5–10pm
Mon.–Sun.
201 James St. N., Hamilton.
905.528.5548
www.gateofindia.ca

CATERING
YUKIGUNI IZAKAYA
Come discover Hamilton’s newest Japanese
restaurant: Yukiguni Izakaya, meaning “snow
country Japanese bar”. Enjoy our all-you-caneat menu for lunch or dinner, but you can also
try our A La Carte menu including sashimi
imported from Japan, bubble tea and the largest
selection of Sake in Hamilton! Open 7 days a
week.
1686 Main Street West, Hamilton. 905.527.5272.
www.yukiguni-hamilton.com

BREAKFAST

Room" featuring live music, the first Saturday of
every month. Call for details.
25 John Street North,Hamilton.
905.529.0044
www.capriristorante.ca

INDIAN

CASUAL

SAPPORO
Hamilton's Best AYCE Japanese Restaurant now
has even better options for take–out and delivery.
Fantastic NEW TAKEOUT ITEMS are now available
including Spicy Egglpant Tofu, Black Bean Mussels
and Sweet and Sour Shrimp. 10% OFF any takeout
order over $20 and Free delivery for orders over
$30 (downtown area only). Get it for work, home or
both!
96 Main East (at Catharine), Hamilton,
905.527.1668
www.sapporohamilton.com

our home cut French fries from our local potato
farms. Daily specials including Haddock and
Chips just $8 (Sun and Mon), Cod and Chips $8
(Wed) and Bacon and Eggs for just $3.95 (8am2pm Daily). Open 7 days a week.
50 Dundurn St. South (in the Fortinos plaza),
905.525.4777.
www.halibuthouse.ca

PORTUGUESE

NELLIE JAMES
Gold award Best Catering two years in row! Chef
Ken Lefebour offers a chef driven gourmet food
experience to go. Catering from 10 person sit
down dinners, extensive hors d'douevres parties
to larger backyard weddings, everything is locally sourced from 10 different local farmers.
Choose from our extensive catering menus.
Weekly specials.
144 King St. West, Dundas.
905.627.3252
(Gourmet Food to Go) nelliejames.com

FISH & CHIPS

SHEHNAI
We have been serving Greater Hamilton authentic
Indian food for 27 years! Come experience great
Indian dishes such as butter chicken, lamb dansak
or Kashmir rice. For lunch, you won't be disappointed with our $11.95 all you can eat buffet! Hot,
delicious and with rotating dishes, the buffet is
available for lunch 7 days a week! Visit Shehnai
once and we are sure you will come back again and
again. Free Parking and Takeout and Delivery available.
447 Main Street West,
(just East of Dundurn) Hamilton.
905.577.0002
www.shehnairestaurant.com

LA CANTINA
A Hamilton award winning favourite for over 30
years, we are family owned and much more than a
popular celebratory destination. Introducing “Wine
Down” Thursdays featuring 1/2 price bottles from
our extensive LCBO wine list. Head chef and owner,
Maurizio, uses only the freshest, locally sourced
ingredients making us truly Earth to Table. Vegan
and vegetarian options. Join us for Retro Pizza
Tuesdays with 80's prices! View our entire menu;
lacantinahamiton.ca
60 Walnut St. @ Jackson,
Hamilton.
905.521.8989

CAFE LIMONCELLO
Cáfe Limoncello is a great destination for authentic
Italian cuisine, delicious desserts and great wines.
Located in the Decor District of Ottawa Street
North, we invite you to share a taste of Italian culture with our fabulous breakfast, lunch and dinner
entrees, spectacular decor and friendly atmosphere. and if you’re planning a special event, Cáfe
Limocello’s BELLA ROOM offers the perfect
atmosphere.
226 Ottawa St. North,
Hamilton.
905.549.3556
www.cafelimoncello.com

VALENTINO’S PLACE RESTAURANT & PASTRY
SHOP
We’ve been tasting Great... since 1978! 40 years of
serving the BEST Italian food in Hamilton. Try one
of our famous panzerottis, great pasta dishes, or
our award–winning gelato and desserts. Daily
lunch and dinner specials! Take–out and Catering
available or have a taste of Valentino’s at home,
with Spadafora’s homemade tomato sauce and
Italian dressing. Two great locations!
824 King St West, Hamilton.
905.385.3284
835 Paramount Drive, Stoney Creek
905.523.4240
www.valentinosrestaurant.ca
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HALIBUT HOUSE
You'll love the way our food tastes. We strive to
serve you quality food, with amazing service, and
affordability. Try our signature premium cut
Alaskan Halibut, lightly battered and served with

CAPRI RISTORANTE ITALIANO
A family tradition of old school charm since 1963,
serving sumptuous Italian cuisine, from homemade pastas to our mouth watering signature pizzas. Celebrating our 51 st Anninversary, named
best pasta by VIEW readers, 3 years in a row.
Experience our newly renovated "Blue Grotto

STEAKHOUSE

THE INNSVILLE
A tradition of great food since 1929. Year after year
voted best Prime Rib by Hamilton Spectator readers. Lake Erie Perch, oysters on the half shell,
prime rib, steak, fresh fish and more. Bi–monthly
Murder Mystery Dinners. Las Vegas style shows.
Live music every weekend. Catering is available.
1143 Hwy # 8,
Stoney Creek,
905.643.1244
innsville.ca

TAKE-OUT

HAMMERHEAD’S
“Best fish & chips in Ontario” says Ivy Knight of Vice
Media. Gluten free, sustainable, take away fish and
chips. Daily specials, prepared foods with a choice
of chowders, soups, fresh fish and more!
Customers return for our signature Spicy
Szechuan Calamari. Open Tues. - Thurs.: noon 7pm. Fri. & Sat.: noon - 8pm. Follow us Instagram.
80 Ottawa St. N., Hamilton.
905.923.9293

VIETNAMESE

PERUVIAN

ITALIAN

THE BEDROCK BISTRO
Voted Best Brunch, Best Breakfast and Best Kid
Friendly Restaurant by VIEW readers.Combining
the best farm fresh locally sourced ingredients,
we serve great food at reasonable prices. French
Toast, Pancakes and Eggs Beni served all day
everyday. Enjoy Burgers, Steaks, Soups, Salads,
Deep Fried Ice Cream, Home Made Perogies
and much more! Now offering delivery through
Skip The Dishes.
260 Queenston Rd. (at Parkdale) 905.547.8588
www.bedrockbistro.ca

ALVES MEATS
We are a family owned and operated business specializing in authentic Portuguese cuisine. Voted
2017 GOLD winner BEST TAKEOUT and BEST
CHICKEN (silver) and BEST LUNCH UNDER $10
(silver). Hot foods offered Tuesday–Sunday, full
chickens on weekends and always our famous
Portuguese Chorizo. Nestled in the core of downtown Hamilton we offer a variety of Portuguese
imported products.. Open 7 days a week!
157 MacNab St N
(at Mulberry),
905.528.0165
www.alvesmeatshamilton.ca

CULANTRO
Hamilton’s Only Peruvian restaurant Come taste
the flavours of Peru. We focus on preparing
Peruvian food in–house from treasured family
recipes: specialities include lomo saltado , shrimp
ceviche, rotisserie chicken, Quinoa and Chicha
Morada (Purple Corn Juice). Our dishes feature aji
sauces on the side — made from–scratch from
imported Peruvian chillies and herbs. Dine in or
take–out. CLOSED FOR MAY.... See you in June!
537 Main Street East,
Hamilton,
905.777.0060.
www.culantro.ca

PHO DUI BO
Hamilton's Best Vietnamese restaurant for 14
years straight! Four great locations to serve you.
Great Pho, fantastic rice dishes, spring rolls,cold
rolls, fresh fruit shakes plus our award winning
Pad Thai. Vegetarian friendly, NO MSG options
available on most items. Free parking at all four
locations. Open 10am daily.
830 Upper James (at Mohawk), 905.388.6565
15 Cannon Street East, 905.525.0100
800 Queenston Road, 905.662.7500
53 Wilson Street West, Ancaster, 289.239.9892
www.phoduibo.com
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As noted earlier, it is obvious the climate
change extremists have weaponized and politicised
the issue and along with their our way or the highway SJW cheerleaders are willing to ignore all push
back because, well, they know they can.
They and their ilk claim US president Donald
Trump is responsible for hurricanes and other severe
weather and recently, it was posited by one website
that climate change was the fault of “white people,”
because, it claimed, white people eat more cows
that in turn gas up the air with their methane emissions. That, is about as divisive, paranoid, delusional and nuts as it gets.
High profile NBC news “reporter” Katy Tur
describes climate change as a coming “genocide”
when “millions of people will die,” which may be
even more nuts then it gets. Breathtakingly, dishonestly, daft.
Yet climate change warriors know they have
almost all of the mainstream media in the “climate
emergency” bag and therefore have no need to
defend their claims because the MSM will ride
unmitigated herd for them and ridicule or even try
to crush the “deniers”.
I said ‘almost,’ as a April 16 column by the
Toronto Sun’s Jerry Agar exposed our own
Catherine McKenna, the environment minister —
nicknamed “Climate Barbie” by the Conservatives
— fudging her facts, claiming that Toronto had
received more than half of its allotment of rainfall
for the month when in fact the totals were actually
on pace to be normal for the period. This is the
usual MO for the climate change fantasists and they
are rarely called on it like what happened when
Agar raised the point.
How far does it go? Well, Google has undertaken a whitewashing of Greenpeace co–founder
Patrick Moore, who had the audacity to question
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the motives and tactics of the organisation which
is now basically a climate change extremist propaganda organ accountable to no one.
It is alleged that Google has conspired with
Greenpeace to effectively remove most references
to Moore’s Greenpeace career in their search
engine and Greenpeace website just because he is
talking out of turn.
https://www.therebel.media/greenpeace–co–founder–p
atrick–moore–becomes–collateral–damage–in–media–
war–on–trump
Back here, a crusading Hamilton councillor I
have known since 1995 and who never met a worthy and even dangerous cause he would not poke a
stick at went MIA to me on this matter and I think
I know why. The usually brave councillor does not
need the aggravation and back stabbing that would
surely come from questioning the unquestionable
dogma.
Unaccountable and untouchable. Not, a good
combo and effectively, not a whiff of good news for
those seeking to really get to the bottom of the
question of some legitimate climate change which
for the record I do not deny.Nor is it a plus for the
taxpayers who are funding what is in effect a trendy
politically correct PR operation designed to baffle
and bamboozle and probably proves the old adage
from Mark Twain that figures don’t lie, but liars may
figure.
Therefore, the Hamilton office of “Climate
Emergency” would appear to be at this point merely SJW window dressing that stands on pretty shifty
sands with not a lot to do, or in fact could do, but
simply, be. V
https://wattsupwiththat.com/
Terry Ott is a Hamilton freelance journalist. He can be
reached at tjo55@yahoo.com
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GIVING YOU AN EXCUSE TO GET OUT EVERY NIGHT THIS WEEK

WEEKLYALIBI

EMAIL YOUR FREE LISTINGS TO calendar@viewmag.com DEADLINE: Monday at 4pm
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[10:30 ]
JAZZ | BLUES | CLASSICAL
FRIDAY 31ST
UPTOWN SOCIAL HOUSE D
P
[9 ]
CLUB 77|E A
M
F
THURSDAY 30TH
CAT ‘N’ FIDDLE|D
(9:30 )
YE OLDE SQUIRE-FENNELL P M
LOU DAWG’S DJ R O [10 ]
USAN

ROCK | FOLK | COUNTRY

ARMY NAVY CLUB|BIG JOHN & THE NIGHT TRIPPERS
[3PM]
CARRIGAN ARMS|JAM NIGHT W/THE PERSONICS [8PM]
COACH & LANTERN|OPEN MIC (9PM)
CULANTRO’S|FERNANDO MEJIA (7:30PM)
GALLEY PUMP|JAM NIGHT W/JOHN ATLEE AND
FRIENDS (7PM)
LAZY FLAMINGO VINNIE & TALLY
MAX’S CHRIS AYRIES
PHEASANT PLUCKER CALE CROWE [10PM]
STONEWALLS GOOD KARMA [8:30PM]
THIS AIN’T HOLLYWOOD WILL ROSS, UNION & KAY
[8PM]

JAZZ | BLUES | CLASSICAL

CAT ‘N’ FIDDLE|BRISCO BLUES REVUE (9:30PM)
GEORGE HAMILTON|OPEN JAM W/TIM NINEHOUSE AND
MR. JAY & CHRIS WIERSMA [9PM]
LOU DAWG’S CHRIS CHAMBERS [8:30PM]
MASQUE JUDI RIDEOUT, MARK FOLEY [8PM]
RADIUS|MILESFROMNOWHERE. [7PM]

DJ | ELECTRONIC | HIP HOP

AUGUSTA HOUSE|OLD SCHOOL, HIP HOP W/DR. DISC
[10PM]

ROCK | FOLK | COUNTRY

ARTWORD ARTBAR JAMES GORDON[8PM]
BARRA FION|MICHAEL OLIVERIE [8PM]
BLACK BULL|TOMI SWICK, JOEL GUENTHER [6PM]
BLACK SWAN ROCKET 88 [9:30PM]
BOBBIE’S|THE ROCKETS [8PM]
BUDDY’S|THE OUTSKIRTS [8:30PM]
CARRIGAN ARMS|ACOUSTIC DUO [5PM]
CAT ‘N’ FIDDLE BONNIE & THE MIDNIGHT DREAMERS
[9:30PM]
CORKTOWN EAST COAST KITCHEN PARTY [6:30PM]
DICKEN’S|DARLINGTON UNDERGROUND (10PM)
DUNAS VERDES|OPEN JAM W/STEVE COLLETT (9PM)
END ZONE THE DIRTY PIONEERS [8PM]
FIRTH’S TWO SHEETS TO THE WIND
5 WEST|FREEDOM TRAIN [9:30PM]
GALLEY PUMP|MIKE ALMA BAND (9PM)
GATOR TED’S|YYZR4 SERGE
JERSEY’S|THE WEAKEST LINK
MAX’S CHRIS AYRIES
MILL ST. & 5 BLUES HAMMER [9PM]
MILLS HARDWARE GILLIAN NICOLA, BENJAMIN DAKOTA
ROGERS
POWERHOUSE SCURVY DOGZ [10PM]
SLYE FOX THE KILLIN’ TIME BAND [8:30PM]
STONEWALLS BARE BLUE SEA [9:30PM]
33 BOWEN MYKUL TRIO [9PM]
THIS AIN’T HOLLYWOOD HUMAN NUN, GROUP HUG,

OBBY

PM

UELING IANOS PM
AUL ALLARD
ZYLA’S MIKE WILLIAMS BAND [9PM]

JAZZ | BLUES | CLASSICAL

BARBARA CAFFE|KELLY AND HEATHER DEL FIACCO
[6PM]
CAVALLO NERO HENRY STRONG DUO [6:30PM]
EDENS|MICHAEL JOBITY [6PM]
MASQUE BIG JOHNNY BLUE [9:30PM]
MATTSON & CO. AARON BOWERS [8:30PM]
PEPPERWOOD BISTRO DAVY JONES

DJ | ELECTRONIC | HIP HOP

ABSINTHE|THANK U, NEXT: ARIANA GRANDE DANCE
PARTY [10PM]
AUGUSTA HOUSE|DJ [10PM]
CLUB 54|DJ KEITH
CLUB 77|DJ
CORKTOWN DJS HUGO M, OSITO, DUSTIN MAY
[9:30PM]
SHAOLIN UNDERGROUND DJ BIGTRBL [10PM]
SOUS BAS PERSONS 7”, DJ SMOOTH TRANSITIONS
33 BOWEN DJ DR. DISC [6PM]

SATURDAY
1ST
ROCK | FOLK | COUNTRY

ARTWORD ARTBAR RAE BILLING [8PM]
AUGUSTA HOUSE|FICTION [10PM]
BARRA FION|PAUL MALLARD [8PM]
CARRIGAN ARMS|PETER MUELLER [2PM]
CAT ‘N’ FIDDLE BENSON [9:30PM]
CLIFFORD BREWING SARAH BURTON [3PM]
COME BY CHANCE CHRIS MANCINI & THE EASTEND
BOYS [9:30PM]
CORKTOWN GINGER ST. JAMES & GUESTS [3PM],
ZUFFALO, HACHEY THE MOUTHPEACE [9:30PM]
DICKEN’S|OFF THE RECORD (10PM)
DOOR’S BAD CRUSH, THE THRILL, NEW VOGUE [9PM]
END ZONE ALL THE THINGS [8PM]
5 WEST|CORY MERCER [9PM]
GALLEY PUMP|MARK LAFORME (3PM)
GATOR TED’S|SMALL TOWN JUSTICE
INNSVILLE JOHN QUINN
JERSEY’S|BEGGARS BY CHOICE
MAX’S CHRIS AYRIES
MILL ST. & 5 ANDREW HILL [9PM]
MILLS HARDWARE CURSED ARROWS, WAXED
MANNEQUIN
POWERHOUSE MONKLEY CASCADE [10PM]
PUB FICTION ORANGEMAN
SLYE FOX BUCKET LIST [8:30PM]
STONEWALLS REPLICA [9:30PM]
33 BOWEN BLUSH DUO [9PM]
THIS AIN’T HOLLYWOOD CHAINBREAKER, ANTHROPIC,
MOUNT CYANIDE, ASTRAL WITCH, DROID, DJ BROKEN
MOHAWK [6PM]
UPTOWN SOCIAL HOUSE JAMES ANTHONY BAND
W/GUESTS [2:30PM], DUELING PIANOS [9PM]
WINCHESTER ARMS THE AMBASSADORES [8:30PM]
YE OLDE SQUIRE-FENNELL MATT KING

JAZZ | BLUES | CLASSICAL

CASABLANCA|KELLY DEL FIACCO [6PM]
CAVALLO NERO|HENRY STRONG DUO [6PM]
EDENS|MICHAEL JOBITY [6PM]
MASQUE THE MIKE WILLIAMS [8:30PM]
MATTSON & CO. THE TIFFANY HANUS JAZZ TRIO
[8:30PM]
PEPPERWOOD BISTRO DAVY JONES
SLYE FOX BUCKET LIST [8:30PM]

DJ | ELECTRONIC | HIP HOP

CASBAH DJ DMURK!, DJ MARK [10PM]
CLUB 54|DJ KEITH - MAIN ROOM [10:30PM], DJ CESAR
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AC NE
PM
SHAOLIN UNDERGROUND DJ BIGTRBL [10PM]

SUNDAY
2ND
ROCK | FOLK | COUNTRY

CARRIGAN ARMS|MICHAEL WARREN [2PM]
CAT ‘N’ FIDDLE J.P. RIEMENS [5PM], STRUMMERS
UNION [9PM]
DICKEN’S|BRAD SUMAK, MICHAEL BILLIK (10PM)
DOOR’S HELLBENT, DINER DRUGS, MEN CRUSH [8PM]
5 WEST|FIDDLESTIX DUO [3PM]
LAZY FLAMINGO SONIC DEATH MONKEY
THE LIONSHEAD|SHARI & JONNY [9PM]
MAX’S SARAH MILLS
MILL ST. & 5 LAKESHORE DUO [2PM]

JAZZ | BLUES | CLASSICAL

LOU DAWG’S SEAN PINCHIN [2PM]
MASQUE WAYNE JANUS & GUESTS [5PM]
PEPPERWOOD BISTRO MICHAEL MAGUIRE [10:30AM]
STONEWALLS TRISH O’NEILL & THE BLUES PIRATES
[3PM]

MONDAY
3RD
ROCK | FOLK | COUNTRY

CAT ‘N’ FIDDLE NEW REBEL WESTERNERS [9:30PM]
INNSVILLE REPEATLES [6PM]
LAZY FLAMINGO KRISTAN NICHOLLS

TUESDAY
4TH
ROCK | FOLK | COUNTRY

ALE HOUSE OPEN STAGE W/BOOM BABIEZ [8PM]
CAT ‘N’ FIDDLE THE TREBLECASTERS [9:30PM]
CORKTOWN IRISH JAM [8:30PM]
CULANTRO’S OPEN MIC W/DAN CIAVARELLA [7PM]
END ZONE DAN DYER [8PM]
LAZY FLAMINGO OPEN JAM
LUKAYA CAFE|SONGWRITER NIGHT W/DAVE POMFRET
[7PM]
THIS AIN’T HOLLYWOOD MOUNTAIN HEAD, GRANNY
SMITH, OLLIVANDERS [8PM]

WEDNESDAY
5TH
ROCK | FOLK | COUNTRY

COACH & LANTERN|SINGALONG WITH JUDY
CORKTOWN OPEN MIC JAM W/DAVE GOULD
LAZY FLAMINGO THE SANJAYS [9PM]
MASQUE THE REBEL WESTERNERS [8PM]
REBEL’S ROCK OPEN JAM [7PM]
THIS AIN’T HOLLYWOOD MOON KING, CONCAVITY,
KATIE MCBRIDE [8PM]

JAZZ | BLUES | CLASSICAL

CAT ‘N’ FIDDLE JAZZ JAM [9:30PM]

DJ | ELECTRONIC | HIP HOP

ABSINTHE|MOTOWN WEDNESDAY [10PM]

THURSDAY
6TH
ROCK | FOLK | COUNTRY

ARTWORD ARTBAR MARSHALL VERONI [8PM]
CARRIGAN ARMS|JAM NIGHT W/THE PERSONICS [8PM]
COACH & LANTERN|OPEN MIC (9PM)
CULANTRO’S|FERNANDO MEJIA (7:30PM)
LAZY FLAMINGO VINNIE & TALLY
MILLS HARDWARE LOGAN MCKILLOP
THIS AIN’T HOLLYWOOD SOME BECAME HOLLOW
TUBES, ELECTROLUMINESCENT, BROTHER TIGER [8PM]

EEPS

PM

GEORGE HAMILTON|OPEN JAM W/TIM NINEHOUSE AND
MR. JAY & CHRIS WIERSMA [9PM]
LOU DAWG’S CHRIS CHAMBERS [8:30PM]
MASQUE JUDI RIDEOUT, MARK FOLEY [8PM]
RADIUS|MILESFROMNOWHERE. [7PM]

DJ | ELECTRONIC | HIP HOP

AUGUSTA HOUSE|OLD SCHOOL, HIP HOP W/DR. DISC
[10PM]

KARAOKE
& TRIVIA
BARTON TOUCHDOWN PUB KARAOKE FRIDAYS
W/HELENA QUINN [9:30PM]
BIG ED’S KARAOKE FRIDAYS W/GEORGE BUTLER [8PM],
SATURDAYS W/SCARYOKE MONSTERS [10PM]
BLACK SWAN KARAOKE SATURDAYS W/MARK O
[9:30PM], TRIVIA WEDNESDAYS [7:30PM]
BO’S KARAOKE EVERY OTHER TUESDAY [8:30PM]
BOBBIE’S KARAOKE SATURDAYS [7PM]
BOSTON PIZZA-BARTON TRIVIA MONDAYS W/HUB OF
THE HAMMER. [7:30PM]. TRIVIA NIGHT LAST WEDNESDAY OF
EVERY MONTH /HUB OF THE HAMMER
BOSTON PIZZA-MAIN ST. W. TRIVIA SECOND
WEDNESDAY OF THE MONTH W/HUB OF THE HAMMER
[7:30PM]
BOSTON PIZZA-WATERDOWN TRIVIA FIRST TUESDAY
OF THE MONTH W/HUB OF THE HAMMER [7:30PM]
BRASSIE PUB KARAOKE SUNDAYS HOSTED BY "RUBY
KARAOKE"[8:30PM], TRIVIA TUESDAYS HOSTED BY "RUBY
PUB TRIVIA [8PM]
BREW CAFE TRIVIA MONDAYS [8PM]
CADILLAC JAX KARAOKE THURSDAYS AND SUNDAYS
W/SCARYOKE MONSTERS [9PM], KARAOKE FRIDAY AND
SATURDAYS W/BIGGIE ENTERTAINMENT [9PM]
CALEDONIA LEGION KARAOKE FRIDAYS W/DJ SHELLEY
CARRIGAN ARMS KARAOKE FRIDAYS W/RANDY AND
VICKI [9:30PM], TRIVIA MONDAYS W/KEN OAKLEY
[7:30PM]][99pm]
CASBAH-MAIN HALL KARAOKE CABARET W/THE EYE OF
FAITH. 2ND & 4TH TUESDAY OF THE MONTH [9PM]|
CAT ‘N’ FIDDLE|PUBSTUMPERS TRIVIA TUESDAYS [7PM]
CLANCY’S KARAOKE WEDNESDAYS [9PM]
COACH & LANTERN TRIVIA TUESDAYS [7PM]
DICKENS KARAOKE THURSDAYS [9:30PM]
END ZONE KARAOKE THURSDAYS W/ANNE [8PM],
KARAOKE SUNDAYS W/DOWN TO EARTH ENTERTAINMENT
[9PM]
FIONN MCCOOL’S-UNIVERSITY PLAZA|KARAOKE
W/ANNE FRIDAYS STARTING JUNE 5. [8PM]
5 WEST|TRIVIA WEDNESDAYS W/JIMMY THE QUIZMASTER
[7:30PM]
GALLEY PUMP KARAOKE SATURDAYS W/BRIAN [9PM]
GLADSTONE KARAOKE FRIDAYS /BIG STAR KARAOKE
[9PM]
GRAIN & GRIT|TRIVIA THURSDAYS [7PM]
HER MAJESTY’S ARMY AND NAVY VETERANS
SOCIETY KARAOKE SATURDAYS W/GEORGE [4PM]
HONEST LAWYER-KING ST. KARAOKE THURSDAYS
[9PM]
HONEST LAWYER-STONECHURCH CLASSIC
SIMPSONS TRIVIA FIRST TUESDAY OF EVERY MONTH
W/GERRY HALL [7:30PM]
LEVITY CLUB BIG SCREEN TRIVIA MONDAYS W/ HUB OF
THE HAMMER. [7:30PM]
LOU DAWG’S TRIVIA TUESDAYS W/HUB OF THE HAMMER
[8PM], LIVE BAND KARAOKE FRIDAYS [10PM]
MILLS HARDWARE MUSIC TRIVIA. JUNE 25. [7:30PM]
NOBODY’S PERFECT KARAOKE W/MIKE, WEDNESDAYS
[7PM], SUNDAYS [5PM]
PLUCKER’S TRIVIA WEDNESDAYS [8PM]
POUR HOUSE KARAOKE WEDNESDAYS
PRIME TIME KARAOKE THURSDAYS [8PM]]
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PUB FICTION TRIVIA MONDAYS HOSTED BY “RUBY PUB
TRIVIA” [8PM]
RUMAK KARAOKE SATURDAYS [9:30PM]
ST. LOUIS BAR AND GRILL KARAOKE SATURDAYS
W/DONNY OSBORNE [10PM]m]
SLYE FOX TRIVIA WEDNESDAYS [7:30PM], KARAOKE
THURSDAYS W/NICHOLAS BALKOU [8:30PM]
SPUR’S ROADHOUSE KARAOKE W/ANNE LAST FRIDAY
OF THE MONTH. MAY 31, JUNE 28 [8PM]
STONEROADS KARAOKE SATURDAYS W/ANNE [9PM]
STONEWALLS PUBSTUMPERS TRIVIA WEDNESDAYS
[6:30PM]
TAPS KARAOKE FRIDAYS [9PM], KARAOKE SUNDAYS
[6PM]
TRACIE’S PLACE KARAOKE EVERY NIGHT [7PM-2AM],
& FRIDAYS [5PM-2AM], KIDS WELCOME UNTIL 9PM
TWISTED TAPS KARAOKE THURSDAYS [10PM]
UPTOWN SOCIAL HOUSE TRIVIA MONDAYS
[7:30PM]|
WEST END KARAOKE WEDNESDAYS [10PM]
WINCHESTER ARMS TRIVIA EVERY OTHER MONDAY
HOSTED BY MICHAEL O’NEILL-HUB OF THE HAMMER.
NEXT DATE MAY 27. [7:30PM]
WINDJAMMER KARAOKE TUESDAYS [8PM]
WOBBLEY SCOTSMEN KARAOKE FRIDAYS
W/CHEFBOYRDJ, KARAOKE SATURDAYS W/SEÑOR WES

UPCOMING
CONCERTS
SKYE WALLACE JUNE 7. MILLS HARDWARE
RACHEL AND HER KIND JUNE 8. MILLS HARDWARE
RAZOR W/VESPERIA, LUTHARO, BLACK EVE. JUNE 8.
ABSINTHE
YES WE MYSTIC JUNE 12. MILLS HARDWARE
LYDIA PERSAUD W/CHARLOTTE CORNFIELD. JUNE 15.
MILLS HARDWARE
CHICAGO JUNE 15. FIRSTONTARIO CENTRE
THE SADIES JUNE 16. CASBAH
HAMILTON PHILHARMONIC ORCHESTRAROCKY MOUNTAIN HIGH-AN EVENING OF JOHN
DENVER JUNE 17. FIRSTONTARIO CONCERT HALL
ILLSCARLETT JUNE 20. ABSINTHE
THUS OWLS W/FREEDOM BABY. JUNE 20. MILLS
HARDWARE
ANVIL + HELIX JUNE 21. ABSINTHE
OH GERONIMO W/BRIGHTER GREEN, HARM AND EASE.
JUNE 21. MILLS HARDWARE
DILJIT DOSANJH JUNE 22. FIRSTONTARIO CENTRE
RARITY W/ROMANCER, HEAVY HEARTS. JUNE 28.
ABSINTHE
DON VAIL JUNE 29. MILLS HARDWARE

COMEDY

|
905 BAR COMEDY HOUR • Every last Friday of the
month, 9-10pm. Next date: May 31. Free admis-

sion. //93 John St. S.
BEHIND THE SMUT! • A pornographer tell all featuring David DJ Roy. May 30. //Levity Comedy Club
& Lounge, 120 King St. W.
CHRIS GIBBS: LIKE FATHER, LIKE SON? SORRY
• A stand-up comedy show that playfully explores
the fears, worries, and surprises of being a new
father, and the absolute terror of wanting to be a
good one. June 16, 7pm. • For tickets and more
info visit burlingtonpac.ca. //Community Studio
Theatre, BPAC 440 Locust St. 905.681.2551
CLUB 54 • There’s live stand-up comedy every
Friday and Saturday at Club 54 preceding the
Dance Party. Your host is Canada’s # 1 insult
comic – Ben Guyatt. • May 31-June 1: Steve Cox.
June 7-8: Munish Joshi. June 14: Ben Guyatt.
June 15: David Green. June 28-29: Chris Jarvie.
//3345 Harvester Rd., Burl.
THE HI-LARRY-US SHOW • Join Larry Smith and
his guests for stand-up, live cartooning, games
and prizes, music, sketches, improv, puppets and
more. Last Friday of every month, 8pm. $20. Next
date: June 28. For info and tickets visit thepearlcompany.ca. //The Pearl Company, 16 Steven St.
LAUGH AT THE JUDGE • Sundays, 8:30pm.
//Winking Judge 25 Augusta St.
LEVITY COMEDY CLUB & LOUNGE • May 30: That
Filthy Show. May 31, 7pm: Graham Chittenden.
May 31-June 1: Heavvy. June 7-8: Dave Merheje.
June 9: Jurassic Park Live. June 14-15: Manolis
Zontanos• Every Wednesday at 9pm is Amateur
Night. Friday nights shows are 9pm, Saturday
night shows are 8pm. • For tickets visit levitycomedyclub.com. //120 King St. W.
SMOOTH COMEDY • A variety show of all things
smooth comedy ... stand up, magic, music. May
30, 8pm. $10. For tickets visit eventbrite.ca.
//Staircase Theatre, 27 Dundurn St. N.
STAIRCASE THEATRE • Every Monday is Improv
Bootcamp at 7pm. Learn the basics of Improv in a
fun and supportive environment. $8. • Every
Tuesday is Advanced Improv at 7pm. Watch our
main stage cast be put through their paces in this
workshop/show format. $10. //27 Dundurn St. N.
THAT CANADIAN GUY: GLEN FOSTER COMEDY •
Foster, a veteran of Yuk Yuks, Just for Laughs and
Winnipeg Comedy Festival plus his own CD’s will
be joined by veteran comedian David Green and
Hamilton’s own Hilarious Larry Smith. June 29,
8pm. For tickets visit thezoetic.ca //Zoetic Theatre,
526 Concession St.
YUK YUKS BURLINGTON • May 31-June 1: Chris
Quigley, Kyle Hickey, Cedric Newman. June 7-8:
Nick Beaton, Rob Bebenek, Patrick Haye. June
14-15: Mike Wilmot, Ian Sirota, Marito Lopez. June
21-22: Derek Seguin, Bryan O’Gorman. June 2829: Kevin McGrath, Ben Bankas, Shannon Laverty.
• For info tickets visit yukyuks.com. //380 Brant
St., Burl.

EVENTS

••
FIRST ONTARIO PERFORMING ARTS CENTRE •
019/20 Hot Ticket Season Launch. May 30, 7pm.
//Partridge Hall. • Cliff Cardinal & Imaginary
Forces. June 7, 9pm, June 8, 2pm. //Robertson
Theatre. • For tickets visit FirstOntarioPAC.ca
//FOPAC, St. Catharines
HAMILTON PUBLIC LIBRARY • Please note all
HPL locations will be closed Friday June 14. •
French Conversation Circle. Wednesdays, June 526, 6pm. Dundas. • Spanish Conversation Circle.
Thursdays, June 6-27, 10am. //Turner Park. •
Craft Circle. Thursdays, 1pm. //Dundas. • Top 5
Startup Mistakes.** June 4, 2:30pm. //Saltfleet. •
Crafternoons.** Project: Paper Rose. June 5,
2:20pm. //Terryberry. • Planning for PostSecondary Education.** June 5, 7pm. //Turner
Park. • Bee Friends. June 8, 11am. //Sherwood. •
Mason Jar Herb Garden. ** June 11, 11am.
//Stoney Creek. • Leaving Stress-land.** June 11,
2pm. //Concession. • Financial Survival for
Entrepreneurs.** June 6, 6:30pm. //Sherwood
and June 11, 2:30pm. //Saltfleet. • Hamilton
Reads Title Reveal 2019. Celebrate with us as the
2019 Hamilton Reads title is reveal. Join CHCH’s
Annette Hamm and author Eva Stachniak as they
talk all things literary. All participants will be
entered into a draw to win a big prize of books - a
book lover's dream. Ticket price includes treats
and refreshments. 19+ event. $10. There will be a
cash bar. Tickets are available at all HPL locations,
and online at ticketscene.ca. June 6, 7pm. • Tasty
Talks. June 11. 2pm. //Red Hill. • Create a
Butterfly Garden. ** June 11, 11am. //Red Hill. •
Taste Testing. Presented by Community Food
Advisors.** June. 18, 2pm. //Concession. • Learn
a Language.** June 26, 10:30am. //Red Hill. •
Diabetes: Eating Well. ** June 26, 6:30pm.
//Turner Park. • Author Visits**: Aleksandar
Hemon. June 5, 7pm. //Central Library. • Laurie
Petrou. June 12, 7pm. //Central Library. • Bruce A.
Woods. June 13, 6:30pm. //Ancaster. • Ivan
Kocmarek • **Registration required. For info visit
hpl.ca
ROYAL BOTANICAL GARDENS • Garden Clubs of
Ontario Triennial Show. May 30. • Benefit Concert:
The Jim Cuddy Band and HPO. June 2, 8pm.
Event ticket required. //Hendrie Park. • Annual
Rose Society Show. June 22-23. • Bonsai Society
Spring Exhibit. June 29-30. • For details, costs,
tickets and to register for events, visit www.rbg.ca
//RBG Centre, 680 Plains Rd. W., Burl.
ELVIS: TRILOGY OF THE KING • Take a musical
journey through the life and times of one of the
21st century's most iconic performers. Three
multi award winning Elvis Tribute Artists will take
you through the music of Elvis from 1954 to his
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final concert in 1977. Backed by a seasoned showband and a multimedia production. May 31, 8pm.
For tickets visit thezoetic.ca //Zoetic Theatre, 526
Concession St.
THE HAMILTON PHILHARMONIC ORCHESTRA •
HPO At The Library. Violinists Lyssa Pelton and
Elizabeth Loewen Andrews perform. May 31,
12pm. //Central Branch, 55 York Blvd. • For more
info, registrations and tickets visit hpo.org|
BURLINGTON PERFORMING ARTS CENTRE •
Brott Music Festival: Fascinating Rhythm. June 27,
7:30pm. • For tickets and more info visit burlingtonpac.ca. //BPAC 440 Locust St. 905.681.2551
BARTON VILLAGE FESTIVAL • A free family festival with several stages of local entertainment, fun
children’s activities, vendors, and a car-free
Barton Street. June 1, 11am-8pm. //Barton Village
(Barton St. E. from Victoria Ave. N. to Sanford Ave.
N.)
BLUES WITH A FEELING • A celebration of the life
and music of the King Biscuit Boy. Featuring Jack
DeKeyzer, Steve Strongman and Danny Marks.
June 1, 7:30pm. $30. Advance tickets available at
Dr. Disc, Chedoke Flowers, Looney Tunes
(Burlington), Picks and Sticks, and Stardust
Records. //Leander Boat Club, 50 Leander Dr.
A CELTIC SPRING FLING FUNDRAISER FOR THE
PEEL REGIONAL POLICE PIPE BAND • Features
music from The Peel Regional Police Pipe Band
and The Colonial Boys, dancing from the Macleod
of Lewis Highland Dancers, a silent auction, a
penny sale and a cash bar. June 1, 7pm. All Ages.
$20. For tickets email birdj@bellnet.ca or call
905.332.9081. //Burlington Polish Hall, 2316
Fairview St., Burl.
HELLBOUND.CA 10TH ANNIVERSARY PARTY •
Featuring Chainbreaker, Astral Witch, Anthropic,
Droid, Mt Cyanide and DJ Broken Mohawk.
Giveaways and birthday cake. June 1, 8pm. For
tickets visit bruha.com. //This Ain’t Hollywood, 345
James St. S.
HEMPFEST CANNABIS EXPO - HAMILTON •
Featuring local and national industry exhibitors &
speakers, live glass blowing, and a wide variety of
hemp & cannabis & food vendors. This event is
educational, entertaining and a place to meet fellow patients, consumers, industry members and
community members. June 1, 12-6pm, June 2, 125pm. 19+ event (I.D. required). For earlybird tickets
and info visit hempfesthamilton.com. Tickets also
available at the door. //Hamilton Convention
Centre by Carmen’s, 1 Summers Lane
IMAGINE IN THE PARK • Children’s arts festival,
with music, dance, visual arts, literature and
drama. Free admission. Food trucks on site. June
1, 10:30am-5:30pm. //Gage Park
80’S, 90’S AND BEYOND DANCE PARTY
FUNDRAISER • Get your fav dance gear on and

vouge with us to raise funds for SACHA (Sexual
Assault Center Hamilton). June 2, 12-1pm, and 23pm. For tickets visit eventbrite.ca //Creative
Hearts, 627 Main St. E., Suite 208. Free parking in
the back via Aikman Ave.
ROSEWOOD CONSORT: LOVE, LOSS AND PASSION: A MUSICAL TOUR OF RENAISSANCE
EUROPE • Featuring recorders, viola da gamba,
harpsichord and crumhorn. Music performed was
composed by Guillaume DuFay, Josquin des Prez,
John Taverner, Tielman Susato, Giovanni
Palestrina, Clause LeJeune and more. June 2,
3pm. Free. For info visit rosewoodconsort.ca.
//Grace Lutheran Church, 1107 Main St. W.
REVERSE & CLASH • Featuring Sunshine Quan
(harp and zither) and Haoyuan Tong (violin) in a
programme of classical and unorthodox arrangements of traditional to modern works, from East to
West, from classical to rock/hip-hop and beyond.
June 2, 2pm. Freewill offerings gratefully received
for West Plains Cooling Fund. //West Plains United
Church, 549 Plains Rd. W., Burl.
MUSIC MONDAYS • Live performances outside at
City Hall, every Monday from noon-1pm, rain or
shine. Feel free to bring a chair or blanket. A food
truck will be in attendance. • June 3: Matty
Simpson w/Justine Fischer. Tony’s Corner
Streatery. • June 10: LTtheMonk. Jonny Blonde. •
June 17: Shealagh Rose. Tony’s Corner Streatery.
• June 24: Luckystickz. Dora’s Express Food
Truck. //Hamilton City Hall, forecourt, 71 Main St.
W.
THE SANDERSON CENTRE FOR THE PERFORMING ARTS • Denielle Bassels. June 3, 8pm. •
Orchestra Breva: Eroica - A Sesquicentennial
Tribute to Laura Secord. A concert celebration
highlighting her heroic acts and life's journey,
illustrated through music significant to her time
and circumstance. June 21, 8pm. • For info and
tickets visit sandersoncentre.ca //88 Dalhousie St.,
Brantford
MISSISSIPPI QUEEN SOUTHERN SUPPER
SERIES • Features a set, southern menu paired
with the musical talents of blues, and ‘American
Roots’ musicians. • June 4: Judy Brown. • June 5:
Big Rude Jake. • June 15: Harrison Kennedy. •
June 19: Dan McKinnon. • June 20: Manitoba Hal.
• June 26: Sugar Brown. • June 27: Mississippi
Bends. • July 4: Eugene Smith. • $45 for meal and
show. For more info, including menu details, visit
mississippiqueenfoods.com or call 905.526.0909.
//635 King St. E.
IN THE SOIL ARTS FESTIVAL • Features music,
theatre, film, installations, one-time happenings,
street art, comedy and more. June 7-9. For info
and a schedule of events visit inthesoil.ca
//Downtown St. Catharines.
RBCXMUSIC CONCERT SERIES • The RBCxMusic
Concert Series at the RBC Canadian Open offers
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an enhanced experience for golf fans and music
lovers alike. All Friday and Saturday passes
include access to the concert for the respective
day. June 7: Florida Georgia Line. June 8: The
Glorious Sons. • $75. For tickets visit rbccanadianopen.com. //Hamilton Golf & Country Club, 232
Golf Links Rd.
CONCESSION STREETFEST • Enjoy live music,
crafts, vendors, street performers, dancing, kids
activities, classic car display and sidewalk sales.
Kids Zone includes free face painting and free
inflatables. June 8, 10am-8pm. //All along
Concession Street (full road closure from Upper
Wentworth to E25th).
GAGE PARK FAMILY FUN DAY • Featuring entertainment, games, prizes, special kids program,
and food. Free BBQ while supplies last. June 8, 14pm. //Gage Park
‘OUT OF THE ABYSS’-A BENEFIT FOR THE INTO
THE ABYSS RECORD STORE • Featuring The
Crowleys, The Dill, Bad Crush, DJ Julie Fazooli, DJ
Mark, and two surprise bands. Also, shop for
some vinyl at the mini-record show in the lounge.
$25 advance/$30 at the door. 19+. June 8, 8pm.
Tickets available at Dr. Disc, Into The Abyss,
Revolution Records, The Casbah, and online at
casbahlounge.ca //The Casbah, 306 King St. W.
SOUND OF MUSIC FESTIVAL • 2019 Kick-Off
Concert. Lineup: Bush, +Live+, Monster Truck,
Headstones, Crown Lands, Black Mountain
Whiskey Rebellion, The Castor Troys. June 8, 3pm11pm. $75/$25 youth. • This year’s festival will run
from June 13-16. The shows offer up a huge variety of music for all ages including Terri Clark,
Lonestar, Grandson, Hollerado, Hawksley
Workman, David Wilcox, Bedouin Soundclash,
Dear Rouge, Cowboy Junkies, Skydiggers,
Madeline Merlo, Classic Albums Live, Freedom
Train, and so many more. Free. • For tickets for the
kick-off concert and info visit soundofmusic.ca.
//Spencer Smith Park, Burlington
JAZZ IN THE SANCTUARY • Shari Vandermolen
with the David Brideau Trio. June 9, 2pm. PWYC. •
Blues in the Belltower. Featuring the Dirty Blues
Band. June 22, 7pm. $10 at the door. //Laidlaw
Memorial United Church, 155 Ottawa St. N.
CITY OF HAMILTON 2019 ARTS AWARDS EVENT
• Features a catered reception, (cash bar), art
installations, performances, live music and the
announcement of the Award recipients. June 13,
5:30-10pm. Free, but tickets are limited. For tickets visit hamiltonartsawards.eventbrite.com.
THE WESTDALE EVENTS • Creative Soul: Intimate
conversations & unplugged performances with
some of Canada’s greatest songwriters. Host
Canadian singer songwriter Ian Thomas talks with
Canadian music legends on the creative process,
inspiration and keeping one’s creativity alive. June
13: Dan Hill. $40/show or $100/series. • Saturdayz
with Miss T. May 18, 12:30pm. • For info and tickets visit thewestdale.ca //1014 King St. W.
ACOUSTIC BLEND CAFE CONCERT • Kailin
Brown. June 15, 8pm. $14 adv/$18 or 2 for $35
door. For tickets visit acousticblendcafe.com
//Melrose United Church, 86 Homewood Ave.
5 AT THE FIRST CHAMBER MUSIC SERIES:
BEETHOVEN BLOWOUT! • Mercer Park Duo &
VC2 Cello Duo. June 15, 3pm and 7pm. $20
adults/$15 seniors/$5 students, unwaged/Free
under 12. Free parking and fully accessible.
Tickets online at universe.com/stringextravangazavii //First Unitarian Church, 170 Dundurn
St. S.
SOMETHING ELSE! FESTIVAL • Featuring Iva
Bittová solo and more (Czech Republic/US), Hamid
Drake with Indigenous Mind and more (Chicago),
Don Byron solo and more (NY), William Hooker
(NY), Joshua Abrams (Chicago), Jason Adasiewicz
(Chicago) Sam Newsome (NY), Joanna Duda
(Poland), Harris Eisenstadt & Sara Schoenbeck
with Poshiavo 50 (NY), No Silenz Collective from
France & Montreal, Yves Charuest & Géraldine
Eguiluz (& her trio) from Montreal, EAR-CAM,
Brodie West, Picastro, Eucalyptus, The Archives of
Eternity from Toronto, Sourpussy, Tidal Pool, Earth
Wind & Choir from Hamilton. Ticketed events June
20-23. $20-$25 adv/$100-$125 Festival passes.
//The Rock on Locke, 320 Charlton Ave. W. • Free
Event June 21, 12-4pm. //Whitehern House &
Garden, 41 Jackson St. W. • For tickets visit
evenbrite.ca. For info visit zulapresents.org.
CALEDONIA CELTIC FESTIVAL • Enjoy local musicians, pipers, and drummers who promise a
bonny good time. Cheer on caber tossers in the
heavy events and see if your claps can keep up to
our quick-footed Highland dancers. Discover your
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Celtic roots by visiting our clan tents and tracing
back your family lineage. June 21, 5-11pm, June
22, 8am-8pm. For schedule of events and ticket
information visit caledoniacelticfestival.com.
//Caledonia Fairgrounds, 151 Caithness St E,
Caledonia
SIDEWALK SOUNDS • Stroll along Concession
Street and enjoy live music at 5 destinations. •
Mike Maas & The Late Night //526 Concession.
Robin Benedict //569 Concession. Soul Cats //593
Concession. Ginger St. James. //625 Concession.
Alfie Smith. //798 Concession. June 21, 6-9pm.
Rain or shine.
THROWBACK 90’S POP EDITION • Army of Sass
presents your favorite 90’s hits from Spice Girls to
Sisqo. June 22, 8pm. For tickets visit thezoetic.ca
//Zoetic Theatre, 526 Concession St.
IT’S YOUR FESTIVAL • Will feature fabulous foods
from around the world, Magical Midway rides, 100
arts and crafts vendors, Rise 2 Fame Youth Talent
Search, spelling bee, beer garden and stellar
music and entertainment on four stages until
11pm, daily. Canada Day Celebrations include:
Parade of Cultures, Canada’s biggest birthday
cake, Canada Day baby contest and Canadian
Citizenship Ceremony, 50 local school children
demonstrating One Wish Kindness and much
more. Headliners- June 29: Riddim Riders, Jully
Black. June 30: Jack DeKeyzer, The Pursuit of
Happiness. July 1: Devin Cuddy Band, Chilliwack,
The Northern Pikes. June 29-July 1, noon-11pm.
//Gage Park, 1000 Main St. E.
2019 CANADIAN ENTERTAINMENT SHOWCASE •
Will include comedy, juggling, magic, light show,
featuring Dick Joiner, Craig Douglas, Ryan Joyce,
FFP Laser Systems. In support of Interval House
of Hamilton. July 4, 7pm. For tickets and info visit
BenefitShow.net or call 1-888.777.9793,
905.662.5503. //McIntyre Performing Arts Centre,
Mohawk College Fennel Campus, West 5th &
Fennell Ave.

ARTS

••
ART IN THE WORKPLACE • The Atrium at
McMaster Innovation Park is transformed with
pieces from over 150 local artists, and feature
artist Deb Mack. Until June 26. Free admission,
week days 8am-6pm. artintheworkplace.ca //175
Longwood Rd. S. 905-667-5500
ARTCRAWL • Second Friday night of every month
@ 7pm, all galleries in the area display their new
art. For more info visit jamesstreetnorth.ca•
ART GALLERY OF BURLINGTON • Exhibits: Worn
Worlds. Until July 7. • In Common Uncommon.
Until July 28. • Jeneen Frei Njootli: my auntie
bought all her skidoos with bread money. Until
Aug. 18. • 150 Acts: Art, Activism, Impact. Until
Aug. 18. • Permanent Collection Corridor:
Quebec: A Different Drummer. Ongoing. • Events:
Family Sunday Open Studio. Every Sunday, 1-4pm.
Free. All welcome. • For more info visit artgalleryofburlington.com //AGB, 1333 Lakeshore Rd.
ART GALLERY OF HAMILTON • Events: EMERGE
Hamilton Fashion Speaks. Come meet five of this
city’s most interesting designers: Kerry Wade and
Patricia Lynn Beebe from Blackbird Studios,
Angela DeMontigny of DeMontigny, Leslie SmithArragona from The Thrifty Designer, and Ashley
Bullock. Each guest speaker will showcase their
latest works, and talk about what it means to live
and thrive in Hamilton as a fashion designer. It’s a
talk, a fashion show, and a party all at once.
Featuring guest DJ Donna Lovejoy as well as
hands on activities and exhibition tours. Limited
space, so register early June 6, 7pm. $15/$10 AGH
Members/Free AGH EMERGE Members. •
Exhibits: Gallery Level One • My Back Pages: The
Art of Zines. June 21-Nov. 10. • The Collection
Continues: A Quarter Century of Collecting. June
21-Jan. 5, 2020. • THIS IS SERIOUS: Canadian
Indie Comics. June 21-Jan. 5, 2020. • Level Two •
Navigating Progress: Hind vs. Hind. Until Sept. 29.
• Milli: A Celebration of Style. Until Feb. 9, 2020. •
In Residence: Reitzenstein. Until Mar. 29, 2020. •
Kim Adams: Bruegel-Bosch Bus. Permanent display. • The Jean and Ross Fischer Gallery. Milli: A
Celebration of Style. Until Feb. 9. • Admission to
this gallery is free courtesy of Orlick Industries. •
AGH Talks: REITZENSTEIN in Action. June 11.
Workshop 6pm/Talk 7:30pm. Registration
required. • Tours: Enjoy a free guided tour by one
of our specially trained Docents. For individuals
and groups smaller than 10. Tours last approximately 40 minutes. Every Wednesday, Saturday,
Sunday & Statutory Holiday at 1:00 pm. • Free
Friday Night/Tours & GameShowGame. On the

first Friday of every month, admission to the
Gallery Level One exhibitions is free from 4-8pm,
with free guided tours with an AGH docent at 6pm.
GameShowGame is an custom built immersive
comedy fuelled happening which takes place in
the AGH Living Room. Starts at 7pm. • Kids &
Families: Family Fun Days: June 30. Family Time
Tour: 1pm-1:25pm. Ever wondered what your child
thinks about art? In these mini-tours of the second
floor exhibitions, our expert docents will show kids
and parents how to look carefully and think creatively. Please gather in the lobby. Hands-On Art
Making Fun: 1:30-3:30pm. Join our artist instructors to create a pop-up installation inspired by the
exhibitions on view. Free for AGH Members/ Nonmembers $5 per family of 2 adults and up to 4 children. • For details and tickets visit artgalleryofhamilton.com //123 King W. 905.527.6610
B CONTEMPORARY • Hosts monthly exhibitions
featuring established and emerging Guest Artists.
Openings are held the second Friday of each
month during Hamilton’s Art Crawl: 7pm-11pm. •
bcontemporary.wordpress.com //226 James N.
289.389.3949 •
BOLD ARTISTE • Featuring the original artworks
of Nancy Winlove-Smith. boldartiste.com //Bold
Artiste, 6 Bold St.•••
CARNEGIE GALLERY • Main Gallery Exhibits:
Carmella Karijo Rother and Lorraine Roy. Wisdom
of the Rings. Textiles. May 31-June 23. • Lynn A.
Macintyre. Black and White: A retrospective view.
Photographs. May 31-June 23. Opening receptions: May 31. 7-9pm. • TBA Artspace Exhibits:
Works by local artists. Painting the Town: Dundas
in Plein Air. Paintings • Events: 26th Annual Secret
Gardens Tour. This year’s tour features eight gardens located in Carlisle, Greensville, and Dundas.
Gardens range in size from one-acre country gardens to small city lots. Take your sun hat, your
camera, and be prepared to be inspired. June 2,
10am-4pm, rain or shine. $20. • For tickets and
info visit carnegiegallery.org //The Carnegie
Gallery, 10 King W., Dundas, 905.627.4265
CENTRE3 FOR PRINT AND MEDIA ARTS •
Exhibits: • Outports: Adaptations To Isolation. Until
June 1. • Centre3 Gallery, 173 James St. N.•
DUNDAS VALLEY SCHOOL OF ART Exhibits:
Juried Student Exhibition. Until June 2. • Artist
Talk- Colin Lyons. June 3, 10:30am. Free. No registration required. • dvsa.ca //DVSA, 21 Ogilvie,
Dundas••
EARLS COURT GALLERY • Exhibits: Measure of a
Year. Aleda O’Connor. Until June 13. • For more
info visit earlscourtart.com //Earls Court Gallery
215 Ottawa N.•
FACTORY MEDIA CENTRE • For more info or to
register visit factorymediacentre.ca or call
905.577.9191. //228 James St. N.
THE GALLERY ON THE BAY • Holly Sneath. Seeds
of Inventions. New acrylics. Until June 16. •
galleryonthebay.com. 905.627.4265 //231 Bay N.
HAMILTON ARTISTS INC. • Exhibits: Domestic
Brew: Craft Beer Garden. Ongoing. • For more info
visit theinc.ca //155 James St. N.•
HAMILTON CONSERVATORY FOR THE ARTS •
Exhibits: Traditions: Women’s Art Association of
Hamilton. Until June 1. • Events: Art Sale and
Fundraiser. An evening of art, food, drinks, music
from DJ Osito and our infamous silent service auction. You will also have a chance to buy original artwork by our talented and generous members (all
affordably priced at $100), with all proceeds going
towards Inc. programming. June 1, 7pm-late. $20.
(cash and credit only). • For more info visit
hcarts.ca. 905-528-4020. //126 James St. S.
HAMILTON PUBLIC LIBRARY • Central Library 1st
Floor Hamilton Music Archive .A brief timeline
capturing Hamilton’s vibrant and thriving local
music scene and rich musical legacy. Until July.
July: Frances Cockburn. • Central Library Gallery4
Annex May: Janice Kovar. June-July: Donna
Waxman and Hamilton Council on Aging. • Gallery
Barton June-August: Fortunée Shugar. • Gallery
Dundas June-August: Barbara Galway. • Gallery
Stoney Creek John Pingree. • Gallery Turner Park
May: Jennifer Hicks. June-August Dr. Bob Kemp
Hospice
KIRKLAND LYNCH STUDIO GALLERY • Original
stained glass designs by Siobhan Lynch, oil paintings and drawings by Peter Kirkland. • Gallery
Hours: Tues-Sat 11am-5pm. • sio2creations.com,
peterkirkland.com //654 Spring Gardens Rd., Burl.
MCMASTER MUSEUM OF ART • Exhibits: Artist
Garden: The Boat Project/everythingwillbefine.
Canadian artist Ernest Daetwyler will build a sitespecific work in the Museum’s Artist Garden this
summer. He will transform pieces of driftwood into
a boat form, embedded with a steelcut text message, creating an environment for both active

engagement and reflection. Until 2020. •
Antiquities. The Museum's Togo Salmon Gallery
has been rededicated as a space to showcase
exclusively McMaster's collection of antiquities.
Ongoing. • Susan Detwiler: Seed Pack. Ongoing. •
The Vishniac Coin Collection - Numismatic
Traditions from Antiquity to Present. Ongoing. •
Admission to all exhibitions and events is free. For
more info call 905.525.9140x23241 or visit museum.mcmaster.ca //McMaster Museum of Art,
1280 Main W.•
SEATON STUDIO & GALLERY • Exhibits:
Landscapes by Anna Kutishcheva. June 1-July 27.
Artist Reception: June 1, 1-4pm. • Gallery features
Teresa’s newest stained glass creations as well as
some of the best regional artists on a two month
rotating basis. • Open Weds-Sat 11am-5pm, SunTues by appointment. For info visit
teresaseaton.ca, 905.510.5030. //652 Spring
Gardens Rd., Burl.
TRUE NORTH GALLERY/THE MUSIC GALLERY •
On display and available for sale are over 100 oneof-a-kind original, and rare limited edition art by
both world famous, and not so famous musicians,
whose creativity is equally evident in their art as it
is in their music. Access to the gallery is by invitation or appointment only. //Griffin House-Arts
Culture & Innovation Business Centre, 23 Griffin
St., Waterdown•
WORKERS ARTS & HERITAGE CENTRE • Events:
The GutterBoyz featuring DJ Rosé Drag King
Show. Kicking off Pride Month The GutterBoyz
will perform songs inspired by work and labour.
June 1, 8-11pm. Free, dry, all ages. • Massive
Disruption Reading Groups. Read as much or as
little as you want, and feel free to bring your questions. All readings are available on our website,
and also will be made available in the modular
library structure as part of the exhibition Archiving
Unrest during regular public hours. All are welcome. Free. June 8, 2-4pm: Hamilton
Perambulatory Unit. June 15, 2-4pm: Sherri
VanSickle. • Michael DiRisio in Conversation with
Dylan Miner. Join these visual artists for a discussion of the role arts institutions play in critical
mass uprisings and civil unrest both in contemporary society and historically. June 14, 7pm. •
Exhibits: Archiving Unrest. Michael DiRisio. Until
Aug. 16. • Permanent Galleries. Nine to Five: A
History of Office Work. • Custom House History &
The Hall of Hamilton Labour. • Punching the
Clock: Working in Canadian Factories from the
1840s to the 1980s. • Gateway to the Workers City
& Made in Hamilton Industrial. • For more info,
tickets, or to register for events visit wahc-museum.ca //WAHC, 51 Stuart St.
YOU ME GALLERY • Wayne Allen. Meditations.
Last works, wall works, vintage works. Until June
9. Gallery hours: Wed-Sun 12-5pm.
youmegallery.com //330 James St. S.•

THEATRE

|
DRURY LANE THEATRE • Monty Python’s
Spamalot. Until June 2. • For tickets visit drurylane.ca //2269 New St., Burl.
FIRST ONTARIO PERFORMING ARTS CENTRE •
The Writer by Norm Foster. The Writer tells the
story of a renowned writer and his son, who has
followed in his father’s footsteps, perhaps less
successfully. June 19-20, 23, 26-28 at 2pm, June
20-22, 26 28-29 at 8pm. • For tickets visit
FirstOntarioPAC.ca //Recital Hall, FOPAC, St.
Catharines
HAMILTON THEATRE INC. • The Time Warp Show.
An evening of throwbacks and nostalgia presented to you by the talented youth of the city, featuring
music, theatre, art and more. June 1, 7:30pm. For
info contact timewarpshow2019@gmail.com. • A
Night of Celebration. Fundraiser for Curtain Call
Performing Arts Company featuring performances by CCPAC youth, teen and adult casts. June 21,
7pm. $20. Cash only at the door. Advance tickets
at bruha.com. • hamiltontheatre.com or call
905.522.3032. //140 MacNab St. N.
MATILDA THE MUSICAL • The Hamilton
Wentworth District School Board (HWDSB) in
partnership with Theatre Ancaster is undertaking
its eleventh major musical theatre production.
This project is part of ArtSMART - a focus on arts
education in schools. June 1, 7-8, 7pm, June 2,
2pm. $15/$10 seniors/$5 students and children.
For tickets visit hwdsb.schoolcashonline.com //Sir
Allan MacNab Secondary School, 1455 Magnolia
Dr.
MURDER MYSTERY THEATRE • Join us for a 4
course meal while enjoying our Murder Mystery
Theatre. June 8, July 20. Doors open at 6:30pm,

event starts at 7pm. • Call for reservations at
905.643.1244 //The Innsville Restaurant, 1143 Hwy.
8, Stoney Creek
PEARL COMPANY • My Father’s House by Sylvia
Fraser, adapted for the stage by Brian Morton.
May 30-31, June 1, 4-8, 8pm., June 2, 9, 2pm. • For
tickets call 905.524.0606, Info at thepearlcompany.ca //16 Steven St.
THE PLAYERS’ GUILD OF HAMILTON • The
Gentlemen Clothier by Norm Foster. Norman
Davenport feels he was born in the wrong century.
As he opens a brand new clothing store, disappointed because he feels forced to cater to more
current tastes, he makes a wish that changes his
life – and the lives of his two loyal employees – forever. This is a magical tale filled with lessons for us
all. May 31, June 1, 6-8, 13-15, 8pm, June 2, 8, 15,
2pm. • Hamilton Choir Project: John & Jenn.
Musical with music by Andrew Lippa and lyrics by
Tom Greenwald. June 20-22, 27-29, 8pm. $25. For
tickets visit hamiltonchoirproject.com. • For tickets call 905.529.0284. For more info visit playersguild.org //The Players' Guild of Hamilton, 80
Queen S.|
THEATRE AQUARIUS • Paquette Productions
presents Motown Soul, a party of classic R&B hits
that will have you dancing in the aisles. A live concert experience celebrating some of the biggest
names in music such as Diana Ross and The
Supremes, The Temptations, Jackie Wilson,
Marvin Gaye and soulful favourites such as Aretha
Franklin and James Brown. June 7, 7:30pm. • For
tickets visit theatreaquarius.org or call
905.522.7529. //190 King William St.
THEATRE BURLINGTON • Don’t Misunderstand
Me. Act 4 Productions in association with Theatre
Burlington. Hilarious misunderstandings abound
in this witty English comedy. May 30-31, June 1,
8pm. • For tickets call 905.6399.7700 or visit theatreburlington.on.ca //Theatre Burlington’s
Drama Centre 2311 New Street, Burl.|

DANCE
PROSPECTS: AN EVENING OF DANCE AND DISCUSSION • Join regional choreographers of contemporary dance to explore themes of identity,
relationship and connection in a casual, intimate
setting. Features new and in-progress contemporary dance works. Each work will be followed by a
Q&A discussion led by each choreographer, giving
the audience an opportunity to ask questions, provide feedback and further examine the ideas presented. June 1, 7-11:30pm. $20 advance/$25 door.
PWYC for those in need. Cash bar. For tickets visit
eventbrite.ca //Burlington Student Theatre, 2131
Prospect St., Burl.

FILM
AGH ILOVEFILMSERIES • The Grizzlies. June 12,
6pm. • Halston. June 12, 8:30pm. • $10 AGH
members & students. $12 General. //Lincoln
Alexander Centre, 160 King St. E. • For tickets visit
artgalleryofhamilton.com
ZOETIC THEATRE • Footloose Sing-Along. June
15, 8pm. For tickets visit thezoetic.ca //Zoetic
Theatre, 526 Concession St.

LITERARY
BOOK LAUNCH • Libby Davies, first openly lesbian
MP, launches her political memoir, Outside In.
Refreshments, book sales and signings. Free.
June 9, 2pm. //New Vision United Church, 24 Main
W.
HAMILTON POETRY CENTRE ANNUAL OPEN
READING • Everyone is welcome to attend and to
read. May 30, 7-9pm. Free. //Artword Artbar, 15
Colbourne Ít.
HAMILTON YOUTH POETRY SLAMS • Every fourth
Sunday of the month, 6-9pm. $5. All ages. For
details visit facebook.com/hamiltonyouthpoets
/Spice Factory, 121 Hughson St.
LITCHAT THE LITERARY SALON • Jennifer MookSang on How to Write a Children's Book and Get
Published While Procrastinating. June 11, 7.30pm.
Free. For info visit litchat-hamilton.blogspot.com.
//LINC classroom, 4th flr., Central Branch,
Hamilton Public Library.
LITLIVE LITERARY READINGS • Featuring Allison
LaSorda, Rod Carley, Mark Frutkin, John Wall
Barger, Gabriella Goliger, Richard Sanger. June 2,
7:30pm. $10 or PWYC. For info visit litlive.blogpost.com ///The Staircase, 27 Dundurn St. N.
SIX MINUTE MEMOIRS • Great stories told by thirteen writers on the subject "To Tell the Truth".
Funny, sad, thought-provoking, maybe even
shocking. Free, donations to charity welcomed.
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June 1, 7:30pm. //The First Unitarian Church of
Hamilton, 170 Dundurn St. S.

MUSEUMS
BATTLEFIELD HOUSE MUSEUM & PARK • Reenactment of Stoney Creek. Experience the
drama, pageantry, and excitement of the Battle of
Stoney Creek of June 6, 1813, one of the most
important events in Canada's history. June 1-2. •
Open Tuesday to Sunday, 12 noon to 4 pm. • battlefieldhouse.ca //Battlefield House Museum &
Park, 77 King W., Stoney Creek, 905.662.8458|
CANADIAN WARPLANE HERITAGE MUSEUM •
Virtual Reality Experience - BBC 1943 Berlin Blitz.
Until Aug. 31. • Cipher Decipher. An interactive
exhibition exploring the past and present of communications cryptology - what it is, how it works
and how it affects our lives. Until Sept. 29. • D-Day
75th Anniversary Gala. Featuring the Glen Miller
Orchestra. June 1. • Flyfest. June 15-16, 9am5pm. A day of fun and flying, including discounted
rides available for purchase in the Harvard,
Stearman, Tiger Moth, Chipmunk, Cornell,
Norseman, Beechcraft Expeditor, PBY Canso and
B-25 Mitchell. The Lancaster is scheduled to fly
daily. • Air Force Day-Past, Present & Future. See
50+ aircraft close up on the ground from Canada's
air force - from World War I to current. July 6. •
Open 9am-5pm daily. For tickets and more more
info visit warplane.com //Canadian Warplane
Heritage Museum, 9280 Airport Road, Mount
Hope
DUNDAS MUSEUM & ARCHIVES • Exhibits:
Tavern Town: Dundas On Tap. Tavern Town will discuss the role which beer, brewing, and hospital
played in the early development of our community. Until Sept. 14. • COAA Juried Art Show. Until
June 22. • Travels in Landscape by Jenny Angold.
June 25-Aug. 10. Opening reception: June 29,
1:30pm. • Cradled in the Valley: The Stories of
Dundas. Ongoing. • Events: Dundas Historical
Book Club. We meet the first Thursday of every
month at the Dundas Museum and Archives from
6:30-8:00. Books are selected by the members
themselves, and range from biographies, historical literature to historical fiction and classics. New
members welcome, simply contact the museum
for more info. June 6: Too Close to the Falls by
Catherine Gildiner. July 4: Small Island by Andrea
Levy. • Tavern Town Beer Festival. June 22, 1-5pm.
$20. Each ticket includes a Tavern Town novelty
glass and five tokens, redeemable for beer samplings, pizza, and edible cookie dough. • dundasmuseum.ca. //139 Park St. W., Dundas
DUNDURN NATIONAL HISTORIC SITE •
Experience a guided tour of this 40-room
Italianate-style villa built in the 1830’s on
Burlington Heights; the former site of a fortified
military encampment established by the British in
1813. • From Our Garden to Yours. A free one-day,
plant-sharing event. June 1, 12-4pm. • MacNab’s
Kitchen. Led by costumed staff, visitors will
explore over 40 rooms and discover the history of
the MacNab family and the servants who lived and
worked below stairs to support their affluent
lifestyle. Assisted by Dundurn’s Cook
Demonstrators, guests will work together to make
a traditional recipe in our historic kitchen. For all
ages. $35. Pre-registration required. June 22,
10am-12pm. • The Heights: A War of 1812 Tour of
Dundurn National Historic Site. Tour will begin at
The Hamilton Military Museum to uncover the history surrounding the property. Discover evidence
of military fortifications as the tour takes you outdoors through key areas in Dundurn Park including the rarely seen Cock Pit building. The guided
tour concludes with a look inside Dundurn Castle
focusing on the 1812 architectural features that Sir
Allan MacNab later incorporated into his wellknown home. June 23, 9:30-11:30am. All Ages.
$30. Pre-registration required. • Canada Day
Military Tattoo. Featuring the Regimental Band of
the Royal Hamilton Light Infantry Band and the
Argyll and Sutherland Highlanders Pipes and
Drums. July 1, 5-7pm. • Historic Garden Tours.
Enjoy informative stories and historic gardening
knowledge conveyed by costumed garden staff. All
ages. Tuesdays through Sundays, 2-3pm, beginning July 2. • Weeding Wednesdays in Dundurn’s
Kitchen Garden. A free, drop-in program in
Dundurn’s Kitchen Garden. Participants will work
alongside Dundurn’s Gardeners in a variety of seasonal tasks, which range from harvesting and
washing produce, arranging flowers, weeding,
pest control or pruning. All skill levels are welcome. For ages 10 and up. Children between 10-13
years of age require adult accompaniment. Free.
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July 3, 10-11:30am. • Adults $11.50/Seniors,
youth $9.50/Children $6/Infants Free/Family $30.
For more info visit hamilton.ca. Open Tues-Sun,
noon to 4pm. //610 York Blvd. 905.546.2872
ERLAND LEE MUSEUM • Outdoor Summer
Planter Workshop. Create a beautiful planter to
decorate your porch or patio for the summer.
$35.00 per person, includes all materials and
refreshments. June 8, 10am-noon. Must register.
• Psychic and Wellness Fair. An activity-filled day
that will include vendors, readers, holistic health
practitioners, and a silent auction. June 22, 10am4pm. • For info visit fwio.on.ca/erland. //552 Ridge
Rd., Stoney Creek.
FIELDCOTE MEMORIAL PARK & MUSEUM •
Exhibits: Stories From The Edge. A new exhibit
showcasing stories and artifcats of Ancaster’s history. Until Dec. 24. Opening reception: June 13, 68pm. • Events: • Ancaster Heritage Days. June 1415. • Ontario Archaeological Society Monthly
Lectures. June 20, 7:30-9pm. • Music at Fieldcote.
Bring a lawn chair or a blanket and find a spot to
be entertained. June 30, 7-9pm: Ottawa Valley
Kitchen Party. July 7: Russell De Carle. • For info
visit hamilton.ca. Open Tues-Sat, 1-5pm. //64
Sulphur Springs Rd., Anc.
GRIFFIN HOUSE • The Griffin House is recognized
as an important Canadian Black History site. Visit
this preserved early 19th century home, set on a
hilltop overlooking the beautiful Dundas Valley.
Explore the history of Enerals Griffin and other
early Black settlers, and enjoy a walk along nearby trails. //733 Mineral Springs Rd., Ancaster
HAMILTON CHILDREN’S MUSEUM • Events:
Pride Celebration- Drag Queen Story time with
Ladybird Fancypants and George. This event
includes activities and crafts, as well as special
guests throughout the day. From 10 am to 2 pm its
story time with local drag queen Ladybird
Fancypants, and some photo booth fun. From 11
am to 3 pm, join our visual story teller who will
illustrate what love and family looks like according
to you. June 22. All ages. Free. • StoryWalk with
the HPL. A StoryWalk® features a children's picture book, mounted page by page, throughout a
park or along a trail to encourage both reading and
physical literacy for kids and families. Meet staff
from the Hamilton Public Library at the Hamilton
Children's Museum for active fun and a reading of
Walk on the Wild Side by Nicholas Oldland. For all
ages. July 5, 10-11am. • Open Tues-Sat., 9:30am3:30pm. For info visit www.hamilton.ca/museums
//1072 Main St. E.
HAMILTON MILITARY MUSEUM • Originally Sir
Allan MacNab’s gatehouse, the museum features
many Canadian military history exhibits. •
Decoration Day-100th Anniversary. In honour of
the 100th anniversary of Decoration Day, join us for
family-friendly hands-on activities, observe military vehicles from the Ontario Military Vehicles
Association, discover displays and experience presentations by the Vintage Signals Team. June 9,
noon-4pm. • For info visit hamilton.ca //610 York
Blvd.
HAMILTON MUSEUM OF STEAM & TECHNOLOGY
• The museum offers guided tours, various permanent and changing exhibits and features special events for the whole family, including Live
Steamer Days when you can catch a ride on miniature trains and witness the social and mechanical
life of Canada's early industrial revolution during a
guided tour of the museum. From May through
October. Next Live Steamer Days: June 23, July 7,
11am-4pm. • Behind the Scenes Curator-led Tour.
Discover this National Historic Site from an entirely different perspective. Roll up your sleeves, put
on your hard hat, and join us behind the scenes.
Next dates: June 10, July 6, 10am-12pm. $30. Preregistration required. • Exhibits: Doing it Justice:
The Steam Museum in 3D. A free exhibit of
Jennifer Kaye’s photography. Until Sept. 8. • For
more info visit hamilton.ca/museums //900
Woodward Ave. 905.546.4797||
H.M.C.S. HAIDA NATIONAL HISTORIC SITE • For
info visit hmcshaida.com. //Pier 9, 658 Catharine
St. N.
IRELAND HOUSE • Father’s Day Pancake
Breakfast. Treat dad to a unique outdoor pancake
breakfast set in a historic backdrop at Ireland
House Museum. Pancakes will be made on the
historic woodstove located inside the historic
house. $5/person, includes 2 pancakes plus a
drink, first come, first served. All Dads receive a
free gift, sponsored by Team Logue. June 16, 9:3011:30am. • For info and tickets visit museumsofburlington.ca. //Ireland House Museum, 2168
Guelph Line

WESTFIELD HERITAGE VILLAGE • Father’s Day.
Bring your own picnic to enjoy in the beautiful, picturesque setting of Westfield. Purchase sweet
treats and cool drinks form the General Store.
June 16, 12:30-4pm. • Canada Day at Westfield.
July 1, 12:30-4pm. • For more info and tickets visit
westfieldheritage.ca //Westfield Heritage Village,
1049 Kirkwall Rd., Rockton
WHITEHERN HISTORIC HOUSE & GARDEN •
Wednesdays at Whitehern. Bring your lunch and
enjoy the stunning historic garden setting and allyou-can-drink tea or lemonade while listening to
live music. Limited tables and chairs provided. Tea
or Lemonade will be for sale for $1. For all ages.
This is a free event. Regular admission rates apply
to the museum. July and August, noon - 2pm. July
3: Ruth Sutherland. • Open Tues-Sun, noon-4pm.
$7 adults/$6 seniors, youth/$5 children/infants
free/Family $20. //41 Jackson St. W., 905.546.2018

COMMUNITY
100IN1DAY • Interventions will be running all
across the city throughout the day. June 1. Check
out
the
planned
interventions
at
100in1day.org/city/hamilton.
ALIENATED GRANDPARENTS ANONYMOUS
SUPPORT GROUP • We meet on the 2nd and 4th
Tuesday of every month year round. We often have
guest speakers. Free. //422 North Shore Rd. E.,
Burl.
ARTS AND CRAFTERNOONS • A crafty happy
hour sponsored by Collective Arts. Great tunes.
Supplies on hand. Thursdays, 4-7pm. Free. //This
Ain’t Hollywood, 345 James St. N.
BURLINGTON MANSION TOASTMASTERS • Gain
confidence, leadership skills and learn the art of
public speaking. Everyone is welcome and the first
three visits are free. Every Wednesday, 7:309:30pm. For more info visit mansiontoastmasters.com //Cumis Room, Paletta Mansion, 4250
Lakeshore Rd. E., Burl.|
DISCUSSION/MEDIATION ON GIVING ADVICE
AND KARMA • Meditate to the Traditional
Rosicrucian Vowel Sounds in the Kings Chamber
of the Great Pyramid of Khufu. Participate in sending Peace to the planet. Refreshments. Hosted by
Rosicrucian Order, AMORC. June 2, 2pm. //Unity
Hall, 64 Wellington St. N.
DINNER WITH A VIEW-FOOD TRUCKS ON THE
BROW • A gathering of local food trucks every
Wednesday night from 5-8pm. Free parking.
//Sam Lawrence Park, 255 Concession St.
FOOD BANK DONATIONS • An easy way to donate
non-perishable items to our local food banks. A
24/7 drop off box is located at 440 York Boulevard,
in front of Midas (corner of Locke and York) Half a
block east of the Mustard Seed co-op. Donations
are delivered to the food banks at Good Shepherd,
Mission Services St. Matthew’s and Salvation
Army, Suggested food items: Baby food, tinned
Meat, Peanut butter, cereal, pasta, tomato sauce,
pet food. For more info call 905.527.0432, email
strathconaneighboursnetwork@gmail.com
HAMILTON CONSERVATION AUTHORITY EVENTS
• Swift Adaptation: Birds of Urban Hamilton. Join
our third annual urban birding tour as we walk the
Hamilton downtown core. During the tour we will
identify and observe rare and threatened birds that
call Hamilton home and in the urban environment.
The walk will be at a moderately steady pace with
several stops along the way, joined by experts from
the Fatal Light Awareness Program (FLAP), the
Hamilton Naturalists Club and Green Venture.
June 3, 7:30-9:30pm. Space is limited, please register at conservationhamilton.ca. //Hamilton city
Hall, 71 Main St. W. • Guided Bird Hike in the
Dundas Valley. On this 3 hour hike we will search
for breeding birds and the many migrant birds that
pass through the valley every spring. The hikes will
be led by our resident bird expert James Lees.
June 16. $15. To register email james.lees@conservationhamilton.ca and you will receive an email
with details of where and when to meet.
HAMILTON INTERNATIONAL FOLK DANCE CLUB
• May 31: End-of-season Party. • For more info
visit hamiltonfolkdance.ca. //St. Paul’s Anglican
Church, corner of King St. W. and Haddon Ave.,
Westdale.
HAMILTON NATURALISTS’ CLUB EVENTS • Back
to Nature Walks at the RBG. Back to Nature walks
are run by RBG. They are free gentle and informative walks lead by RBG volunteers. Locations vary
depending on what Sunday in the month. From
10am.
Contact
August
June
to
brontreg@cogeco.ca for info. Go to rbg.ca/hike or
more information. • A Trail Called Home: Tree
walk series. This series is by Paul O'Hara, a local

field botanist, landscape designer and native plant
gardening expert. June 8, 10-11:30am, meet at
Bruce Park. Free. All Welcome but registration
required brontreg@cogeco.ca. • For more info visit
hamiltonnature.org.
HAMILTON NO. 1 TOASTMASTERS • Build confidence, communication & leadership skills.
Mondays 7-8:30pm. For info call 905.648.9503,
contact hamiltonno1@gmail.com, or visit on facebook: @hamiltonno1 //Downtown YMCA, 79 James
St. S. Paddy Cline room.
HAMILTON SPORTS CARD AND MEMORABILIA
SHOW • Our vendors have a lot of great sports collectibles, such as sports cards, Tim Hortons cards,
framed pictures, jerseys, autographed items and
much more. $1 adults/kids free. July 14, 9am1pm. //St. Gregory’s Church Hall, 125 Centennial
Parkway N.
HAMILTON TRILLIUM AWARDS • Do you know of
an award-winning garden? Front gardens and
properties are judged from mid-June to mid-July
each year based on design, use of plant material,
condition and maintenance, and hard landscaping
environmental practices. To nominate a beautiful
garden today visit hamilton.ca/trilliumawards.
HAMMER CITY ROLLER DERBY • June 1, 5pm.:
Burning River City vs Hammer City. For tickets visit
hammercityrollerderby.ca //Dave Andreychuk
Area, 25 Hester St.
HOLY FOOD TRUCKS • Eight local food trucks are
parked at Bethesda United Church every Tuesday
night, 4:30-8pm, through Sept. 17. Lots of seating
and free parking. //584 Garner Rd. W., Ancaster
HONOURING SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD’S LIFE •
Meet at the statue of Sir John A. MacDonald in
Gore Park. June 2, 2pm.
HORSE RESCUE ONTARIO & SANCTUARY
FUNDRAISER • June 1-2, 9am-4pm. Features
activities for all ages with a focus on family fun.
BBQ, face painting, farrier and horse grooming
demos, childrens play area. For info visit horserescueontario.org. //628 Ofield Rd. N., Dundas
INDIGENOUS FLAG RAISING CEREMONY • In
honour of National Indigenous History Month. In
partnership with the Urban Indigenous Strategy
and the Aboriginal Advisory Committee. May 30, 68pm. //Hamilton City Hall, forecourt, 71 Main St. W.
INDOOR YARD SALE • All sorts of treasures
including craft supplies and used household
items. June 1, 9am-noon. //New Westminster
Presbyterian Church, 1025 King St. E.
MAKERS’ MARKET • Features juried vendors
including both new and returning local artists and
artisans selling their own hand crafted work such
as original artworks, prints, stationary, upcycled
goods, home décor, toys, pet accessories, bath &
body gifts, jewelry, and more. June 14, July 12,
Aug. 9, 7-10pm. //Christ Church Cathedral, 252
James St. N.
MENTAL HEALTH RIGHTS COALITION • Need to
talk about mental health or addiction issues? Talk
to someone who has been there and has formal
training in Peer Support. 11am-4pm, Mon-Thurs,
noon-4pm Friday. • 905.545.2525, mentalhealthrights.ca //Suite 103-100 Main St E.
MIDDAY MARAUDERS TOASTMASTERS CLUB •
Open to the public, new members welcome.
Wednesdays, 12:05-1pm. For info visit toastmasters.org. //Philpott Memorial Church, 84 York Blvd.
MOOD MENDERS SUPPORT SERVICES • Offering
coping skills and educational forums for individuals living with Depression or Bipolar Disorder, and
their family members or support persons.
Featuring guest speakers, facilitated group discussions, and literature on support venues. Find
hope and knowledge among peers on your journey
to wellness. Free to attend. Second Tuesday of
each month 7-9pm @ St. Joseph’s Hospital,
Charlton Campus, Juravinski Tower, 2nd Floor,
Miller Theatre; third Tuesday of every month 24pm @ St. Peter’s HARRRP, 705 Main St. E., and
the fourth Tuesday of each month 2-4pm @ First
Pilgrim United Church, 200 Main E.
NAR-ANON MEETING • Family support group.
“Never alone-hope in Hamilton”. We carry the
message of hope throughout the world to those
affected with addiction of someone near to them.
All welcome. Mondays at 7pm, except holidays.
//HARRRP Community Centre-St. Peter’s, 705
Main St. E. & St. Clair. St Clair entrance, lower
level.
NIGHT AT THE GREENHOUSE • Experience the
healing effects of moving and breathing with
nature, while taking in the opportunity to enjoy
Hamilton's Tropical Greenhouse under the stars.
Features slow flow yoga class, a cacao ceremony,
guided sunset meditation, plant based snack,
shopping with local sustainable-minded vendors.
May 31, 6-10pm. For info and tickets visit

eventbrite.ca //Gage Park Tropical Greenhouse
PSYCHIC SANDEE • Readings while you dine.
Mondays, 6-9pm. //Stonewalls, 339 York Blvd.
RELAY FOR LIFE • Make a difference in the lives of
those in our community affected by Cancer. Join
the Canadian Cancer Society to participate in
Relay for Life Hamilton at FH Sherman Learning
and Recreation Centre. June 7, 7pm-1am. To register visit relayforlife.ca/hamilton. //388 First Road
E., Stoney Creek
ST. PAUL’S PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH SPRING
RUMMAGE SALE • Jewellery, clothes, books,
toys, small household items. May 31 & June 1,
10am-noon. //70 James St. S.
SERVE OUR CITY COMMUNITY DINNER • Every
Wednesday night at 6pm. Free. //Crossfire
Assembly, 458 King St. W. (between Pearl &
Locke)
STORIES IN THE STONES • Join us for a lively,
informative tour of selective grave sites in historic
Hamilton Cemetery. No reservations necessary.
Rain or shine. Hosted by Robin McKee. Saturdays
at 11am. • June 1: Masonic Tour-Part 1) • June 8:
Veterans Tour. • June 15: Art Crawl Tour-Part 1) •
June 22: Disasters Tour-Part 2. • June 29: War of
1812 Tour. • July 6: Civil War Tour-Part 2. • For
more info visit hamiltonhistory.ca //Gatehouse
[across from Dundurn Castle], 777 York Blvd.
TWISTED STITCHES FIBREARTS GATHERING •
Weekly drop-in community stitching circle every
Thursday 5-10pm. Coffee, tea, snacks. Details and
calendar available on FB @twistedstitcheshamont
//Mud & Suds Craftwerks, 88 Ottawa St. N.
WEEKLY DROP-IN FOR PWUD • Keeping-Six,
Hamilton Harm Reduction Action League welcomes you Tuesdays from 3-5 for food, music, art,
discussion, and planning on how to respond to the
ongoing Opioid and homelessness crisis. A nonjudgmental, peer-run space. Info@keepingsix.org
or keepingsix.org. //The AIDS Network, 140 King
St. E, Suite 101.

VOLUNTEERS
HAMILTON FRINGE • The Hamilton Fringe is
seeking volunteers to help at the 2019 Hamilton
Fringe Festival. Earn high school volunteer hours,
free access to Fringe shows, and experience
Hamilton's thriving arts scene by helping out with:
Box Office, Admin Support, Reception Desk,
Marketing Crew, Set Up/Tear Down, Festival
Ambassador, Fringe Club Stage Manager. For info
visit hamiltonfringe.ca.
HAMILTON TRILLIUM AWARDS • We’re looking
for judges. Do you love to garden, appreciate a
variety of flowers and plants, and enjoy viewing
beautiful properties? Become a volunteer Trillium
judge. Register at hamilton.ca/trilliumawards.
IN THE SOIL ARTS FESTIVAL • The festival is in
need of volunteers for their three day event June
7-9. In exchange for volunteering their time volunteers will experience a really great time, make new
friends, and contribute to a growing community
festival. Special workshops to prepare you for and
take care of you after the festival. Fresh food and
refreshments. For info visit inthesoil.com.
//Downtown St. Catharines

WORKSHOPS
DUNDURN NATIONAL HISTORIC SITE WORKSHOPS • Historic Cooking Workshop: Strawberry
Soiree. Under the guidance of our Cook
Demonstrators, participants will prepare historic
recipes using strawberries from our Kitchen
Garden. $55/person. Pre-registration is required.
Suitable for ages 14 and older. June 28, 5-7pm. •
For more info and to register visit hamilton.ca
//610 York Blvd. 905.546.2872
IDENTIFYING AND TACKLING INVASIVE PLANTS
WORKSHOP • Learn from experts in invasive plant
species management how to identify and take on
pesky plants on your property. Staff from
Conservation Halton and Hamilton Conservation
Authority will focus on the identification and ecology of five of the top invasive plants found in southern Ontario. You will leave with knowledge and
resources on how to effectively manage the invasive plants on your property and when and where
to find assistance. Bring a pen, paper and dress for
a walk outdoors. Space is limited, rain or shine.
June 20, 6:30-9pm. $8. To register visit
Conservation Hamilton’s event page. //Nature
Interpretive Centre, RBG, 16 Old Guelph Rd.,
Waterdown.
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BRIGHTBURN
THE ORIGIN STORY of Superman is something that is engrained in pop culture
mythos so it is surprising it has taken
this long to get an evil twist on that
iconic story. The baby who lands in a
spaceship to be raised by farmers speaks
to humanity’s potential for good but this
time it is flipped around. Despite all of
the nurture given by loving parents the
kid’s true space alien nature is quite evil.
Brightburn turns the Superman origin
mythos into a splatter horror movie and

20

takes all of those powers that Superman
has and cranks them up to their messy
full potential. To put it in Superman
mythos parlance, when the spaceship
with the alien baby lands sometimes you
get a Kal–El and sometimes you get a
Zod.
Tori (Elizabeth Banks) and Kyle
(David Denman) are raising their
adopted son, Brandon (Jackson A.
Dunn), who is a very smart kid is developing some eccentric quirks like various

super powers such as super strength,
indestructibility, flight, heat vision and
more. The kid is probably quirky
because he was adopted by his parents
when his spaceship crashed when he
was a little baby, a secret they have kept
for years. But when the spaceship buried
in their barn starts to make freaky noises, Brandon begins acting possessed.
While he may be interested in girls and
becoming his own person, that person
may turn out to be an unstoppable murderous alien psychopath.
The template of Brightburn is taking
iconic aspects of the Superman story
and twisting it. In Superman, little
Clark learns to be good by his parents so
he grows up to be a hero. The parents in
Brightburn seem loving so the movie
makes it that alien possession by the
spaceship in the barn turns him wonky.
At one point the kid starts nattering in
an alien language and eventually reveals
that he’s saying, “Take the world”. It
does undercut some of the drama that
the kid is possessed by outside forces to
be evil instead of him consciously making the choice to be evil. On the flipside
as he does horrible things it has twisted
a sense of kid logic to it all because his
misdeeds just are so parents won’t find
out.
This is a gory movie with several
messy scenes. There is a bit that
involves a severe eye injury that is really intense, especially when the camera
takes that point of view showing what it
would look like. Another point the kid
trashes a car with a poor sap caught in it

by ALBERT DESANTIS
and the result is literally draw dropping.
There is a gleefully dark way that
Brightburn takes the Superman power
set sees what would happen when it is
unleashed on squishy, breakable
humans. The craziest is seeing heat
vision was unleashed at point blank
range.
This is a fairly small scale film, it’s
almost entirely set on the farm, as the
superpower freak out scenes are basically punctuation points after long stretches of dialogue. Despite the superhero
trappings, it plays like a standard horror
film where things lead up eventually to
the person getting splattered. It may
have the format of a superhero origin
story but Brightburn is basically a possessed evil kid movie. But, like any good
sci–fi genre film, the emotional story is a
metaphor; in this case it is about raising
a troubled kid.
Banks as the mother is plays it like
she is in a family melodrama. Denman
gets a moment where the dad gives “the
talk” to the kid about his body changing, which is appropriately awkward.
When the parents start to realize that
their kid is evil incarnate it gets more
complicated as the father starts to look
at the situation dispassionately while
the mother becomes even more maternal. The best bits from both the mother
and the father come at the end where
both of them have to make tough choices.
As the kid, Dunn starts off as inherently sympathetic as he’s possessed by
something that he cannot overcome.

But as his evil grows he becomes more
unemotional, such as when his parents
inform him a terrible tragedy has befallen a loved one his response is very cold.
The homemade mask that he puts
together is twisted and Dunn does some
very good emoting with just body movement.
The ending of Brightburn is deliciously dark and even the mid–credits
has teasers of potentially even more
super–powered chaos which seems to be
a cheeky reference to the way superhero
movies keep teasing more installments
during the credits. The FX it isn’t wall to
wall like most superhero movies, here
the FX shots are employed judiciously so
they have impact. A bit when the kid is
hovering over the home and talking to
his mom on a cell phone is framed
where he’s out of focus on the foreground as the home floating is underneath him that looks freaky.
Brightburn is basically a splatter horror movie but with some superhero
fringes. It goes to the extreme how truly
terrifying and unstoppable a superpowered kid could be without anything
holding him back. It is a slow burn
descent that takes it’s time to and
unleashes insane stuff right at the end.
V
BRIGHTBURN
HHHHI
Director: David Yarovesky
Starring: Elizabeth Banks,
David Denman and
Jackson A. Dunn
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MOVIES&SHOWTIMES
PLEAS E NO TE: L I S TI N G S A R E S U BJ E CT T O C H A NG E

SCHEDULE IN EFFECT MAY 31 — JUNE 6 2019

Please call ahead or check online to avoid disappointment.

THURS 6:50
CASTLE IN THE SKY () SAT 1:25; SUN 6:30
DECONSTRUCTING THE BEATLES: THE WHITE
ALBUM () SUN 4:30; THURS 9:10
BREAKTHROUGH (PG) FRI, MON-THURS 1:00,
FAR. THE STORY OF A JOURNEY AROUND THE
3:10, 5:15, 7:25, 9:30; SAT-SUN 11:00, 5:25, 7:35,
WORLD () TUE-WED 9:00
9:40
FIVE SEASONS: THE GARDENS OF PIET OUDOLF
CAPTAIN MARVEL (PG) FRI, MON-THURS 7:15,
() SAT 11:45
9:30; SAT-SUN 1:00, 3:10, 5:20, 7:20, 9:35
DUMBO (G) FRI, MON-THURS 1:10, 3:15, 5:15; SAT- THE GARDENER () TUE-WED 5:00
THE GODFATHER () FRI 9:00
SUN 11:00, 1:10, 3:15, 5:15
GORDON LIGHTFOOT: IF YOU COULD READ MY
INTRUDER (14A) FRI, MON-THURS 1:00, 3:20,
MIND () FRI 6:45; SAT 4:10, 8:30; SUN 2:30, 9:15;
5:15, 7:30, 9:30; SAT 3:40, 7:35, 9:35
MON 8:00; TUE-WED 7:00; THURS 4:50
MISSING LINK (G) FRI, MON-THURS 5:30; SATSUN 11:20, 1:15
SILVERCITY ANCASTER
SHAZAM! (PG) FRI, MON-THURS 1:00, 3:00, 7:10,
771 Golf Links Rd., Ancaster.
9:30; SAT-SUN 11:00, 1:20, 3:00, 7:10, 9:30
cineplex.com
905.304.5888
TOLKIEN (PG) FRI. MON-THURS 1:00, 3:10, 5:15,
ALLADIN
()
FRI,SUN-TUE,THURS
1:15, 4:20, 7:20,
7:20, 9:30; SAT-SUN 1:10, 3:15, 5:20, 7:25, 9:30
10:25; SAT 10:30, 1:15, 4:20, 7:20, 10:25; WED 1:05,
WONDER PARK (G) SAT-SUN 11:35, 1:20, 5:35
4:20, 7:20, 10:25
ALLADIN 3D () FRI-THURS 12:45, 3:45, 6:50, 9:55
LANDMARK CINEMAS 6 JACKSON SQUARE
AVENGERS: ENDGAME () FRI-TUE 1:05, 3:15; WED
2 King St. W., Hamilton
landmarkcinemas.com
905.526.8131
1:00, 3:15; THURS 12:50
AVENGERS: ENDGAME 3D () FRI-WED 6:55, 9:50;
ALLADIN () FRI, TUE 1:15, 4:15, 7:15; SAT-SUN
THURS 4:50, 8:50
10:20, 1:15, 4:15, 7:15; MON,WED 4:15, 7:15;
BOOKSMART () FRI-SUN 9:45; FRI,SUN 2:00,
THURS 3:45, 7:30
4:40, 7:10; SAT 11:00, 2:00, 4:40, 7:10; MONALLADIN 3D () FRI-THURS 9:50
AVENGERS: ENDGAME () FRI,TUE 2:00, 6:15, 9:30; THURS 9:45;MON-WED 2:00, 4:40, 7:10; THURS
2:00, 4:40
SAT-SUN 10:10, 2:00, 6:15, 9:30; MON,WED 3:35,
DARK PHOENIX: THE IMAX 2D EXPERIENCE ()
6:15, 9:30; THURS 3:15
THURS 6:00
DARK PHOENIX 3D () THURS 7:00, 10:00
DARK PHOENIX OPENING NIGHT IMAX 2D FAN
GODZILLA: KING OF THE MONSTERS () FRI,TUE
12:45, 3:45; SAT-SUN 10:00, 12:45, 3:45; MON,WED EVENT () THURS 9:30
A DOG’S JOURNEY () FRI-SAT,MON-TUE 1:35, 4:15,
3:45; THURS 3:00, 7:15, 10:15
7:00, 9:30; SUN 4:15, 7:00, 9:30; WED 1:35, 4:15,
GODZILLA: KING OF THE MONSTERS 3D () FRI9:30; THURS 1:35, 4:15
WED 6:45, 10:00
GODZILLA: KING OF THE MONSTERS () FRIJOHN WICK: CHAPTER 3 -- PARABELLUM () FRISAT 12:30, 3:30, 6:30, 10:30; SUN 12:30, 3:30, 6:30, THURS 4:10
10:05; MON,WED 3:30, 6:30, 10:05; TUE 12:30, 3:30, GODZILLA: KING OF THE MONSTERS 3D () FRITHURS 1:10, 7:10, 10:10
6:30, 10:30; THURS 3:30, 6:30, 9:30
GODZILLA: KING OF THE MONSTERS--THE IMAX
POKÈMON DETECTIVE PIKACHU () FRI-SUN,TUE
1:30, 4:30, 7:30, 10:10; MON,WED 3:30, 7:30, 10:10; 2D EXPERIENCE () FRI-WED 1:40, 4:40, 7:40, 10:40;
THURS 12:05, 3:00
THURS 4:30
ROCKETMAN () FRI,TUE 1:00, 4:00, 7:00, 10:20; SAT JOHN WICK: CHAPTER 3 -- PARABELLUM () FRI10:30, 1:00, 4:00, 7:00, 10:20; SUN 10:30, 1:00, 4:00, SUN 1:20, 4:25, 7:40, 10:35; MON-THURS 1:20,
4:25, 7:40, 10:35
7:00, 10:20; MON,WED 4:00, 7:00, 10:20; THURS
NAUSICAÄ OF THE VALLEY OF THE WIND-- STU4:00, 7:00, 10:30
DIO GHIBLI FEST 2019 () SUN 12:55; WED 7:00
THE SECRET LIFE OF PETS 2 () THURS 6:00
PAVAROTTI () THURS 7:00
THE SECRET LIFE OF PETS 2 3D () THURS 8:30
POKÈMON DETECTIVE PIKACHU () FRI,SUN-WED
12:50, 4:50; SAT 10:30, 12:50, 4:50; THURS 1:05,
PLAYHOUSE CINEMA
3:20, 7:15, 9:50
177 Sherman Ave. N., Hamilton.
905.545.8888 playhousecinema.com
POKÈMON DETECTIVE PIKACHU 3D () FRI-WED
THE AFTERMATH () FRI 4:25; SAT 6:10; MON 5:40; 7:15, 10:30
CINE STARZ UPPER CANADA PLACE
460 Brant, Burlington
cinestarz.ca

motions, and that's what we get with this
dour, genteel exercise in period decor and
artfully rendered repression. The Aftermath
THE AFTERMATH
coasts on decades of similarly structured hisHHIII (Directed by James Kent, runs
torical narratives without ever finding a
109) The Aftermath is like watching someheartbeat of its own. Some subtitles. (N.W.)
one work out an equation on a chalkboard:
this English colonel's wife (Keira Knightley)
ALLADIN
and that German architect (Alexander
HHIII (Directed by John August, Guy
Skarsgård) hail from nations that have
Ritchie, runs 128) Aladdin has some pleasinflicted terrible pain on each other, but they
ant moments, but there just aren't enough of
find a kinship when forced to live under the
them to justify its existence - or the price of
same roof (his) - which now serves as the
a ticket. Disney's latest lavish, live-action-ish
quarters for her husband (Jason Clarke) - so
adaptation of a beloved library classic is, like
at what point in the film will they have sex?
2017's Beauty And The Beast, a souped-up
Also, they're both very attractive, so that
replica that expands and overinflates the
might act as its own multiplier. Sorry, I'm not
original animated version without really
very good at math. But I am good at knowing
adding anything of value. You might ask why
when a movie is just going through the
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4:05, 7:05, 10:00; SUN 1:00, 4:05, 7:00, 9:55; MONTHURS 6:40, 9:35
ALLADIN 3D () FRI 4:35, 7:35, 10:30; SAT 10:30,
1:30, 4:35, 7:35, 10:30; SUN 1:30, 4:35, 7:30, 10:25;
MON-THURS 7:10, 10:05
AVENGERS: ENDGAME () FRI 3:00; SAT 11:00, 2:50;
SILVERCITY BURLINGTON
1250 Brant, Burlington
SUN 12:15
905.319.8677
cineplex.com
AVENGERS: ENDGAME 3D () FRI-SAT 6:45, 10:35;
SUN 4:00, 8:00; MON-THURS 6:15, 10:00
ALLADIN () FRI 3:35, 6:40, 9:45; SAT-SUN 12:30,
3:35, 6:40, 9:45; MON-WED 6:40, 9:45; THURS 1:00, BRIGHTBURN (14A) FRI 3:10, 5:25, 7:50, 10:10;
SAT 12:50, 3:10, 5:25, 7:50, 10:10; SUN 12:50,
1:10, 6:40, 9:45
ALLADIN 3D () FRI 4:00, 7:10, 10:00; SAT-SUN 1:00, 3:10, 5:25, 7:45, 10:05; MON-WED 7:40, 9:55
DARK PHOENIX 3D () THURS 7:25, 10:10
4:00, 7:10, 10:00; MON-THURS 7:10, 10:00
AVENGERS: ENDGAME () FRI 2:50; SAT-SUN 11:00, A DOG’S WAY HOME () SAT 10:00
GODZILLA: KING OF THE MONSTERS () FRI,SUN
2:50; THURS 6:50
4:40; SAT 1:40, 4:40
AVENGERS: ENDGAME 3D () FRI-SAT 6:50, 10:45;
GODZILLA: KING OF THE MONSTERS 3D () FRI
SUN-WED 6:50, 9:00; THURS 9:00
7:40, 10:40; SAT 10:40, 7:40, 10:40; SUN 1:40, 7:35,
BOOKSMART () FRI 3:20, 6:30, 9:30; 12:20, 3:10,
10:30; MON-THURS 7:30, 10:30
6:30, 9:30; MON-THURS 6:30, 9:305
THE HUSTLE () FRI-SAT 5:10, 7:30, 9:50; SUN 5:10,
BRIGHTBURN (14A) FRI 5:00, 7:50, 10:10; SAT
7:25, 9:45; MON-WED 7:25, 9:45
12:00, 2:30, 5:00, 7:50, 10:10; SUN 2:30, 5:00,
7:50, 10:10; MON-WED 7:50, 10:10; THURS 10:00 JOHN WICK: CHAPTER 3 -- PARABELLUM () FRI
4:20, 7:20, 10:20; CSAT 10:20, 1:20, 4:20, 7:20,
DARK PHOENIX 3D () THURS 7:00, 10:00
10:20; SUN 1:20, 4:20, 7:20, 10:15; MON-THURS
A DOG’S JOURNEY () FRI-SUN 4:20, 7:00, 9:40;
7:20, 10:15
MON-WED 7:00, 9:40
MA () FRI 3:05, 5:30, 8:00, 10:25; SAT 10:10, 12:30,
A DOG’S WAY HOME () SAT 11:00
3:00, 5:30, 8:00, 10:25; SUN 12:30, 3:00, 5:30, 7:55,
GODZILLA: KING OF THE MONSTERS () FRI 4:20;
10:20; MON-THURS 7:50, 10:20
SAT-SUN 4:40; THURS 1:15
POKÈMON DETECTIVE PIKACHU () FRI 4:50; SAT
GODZILLA: KING OF THE MONSTERS 3D () FRI
7:40, 10:40; SAT-SUN 1:40, 7:40, 10:40; MON-WED 11:45, 2:15, 4:50; SUN 12:00, 2:25, 4:50; THURS
7:15, 9:40
7:20, 10:20; THURS 7:25, 10:25
POKÈMON DETECTIVE PIKACHU 3D () FRI-SAT
THE HUSTLE () FRI 4:50, 7:30, 10:00; SAT-SUN
7:25, 9:55; SUN 7:15, 9:50; MON-WED 7:15, 9:40
2:10, 4:50, 7:30, 10:00; MON-WED 7:30, 10:00
ROCKETMAN () FRI 4:15, 7:15, 10:15; SAT 10:15,
JOHN WICK: CHAPTER 3 -- PARABELLUM () FRI
1:15, 4:15, 7:15, 10:15; SUN 1:15, 4:15, 7:10, 10:10;
4:10, 7:20, 10:20; SAT-SUN 1:10, 4:10, 7:20, 10:20;
MON-THURS 7:00, 9:50
MON-THURS 7:20, 10:20
THE SECRET LIFE OF PETS 2 3D () THURS 7:05,
MA () FRI 5:30, 8:00, 10:30; SAT-SUN 12:30, 3:00,
9:15
5:30, 8:00, 10:30; MON-THURS 8:00, 10:30
UGLYDOLLS () FRI 3:00; SAT 10:25, 12:40, 2:55;
PAVAROTTI () THURS 7:00
POKÈMON DETECTIVE PIKACHU () FRI 3:20; SAT- SUN 12:40, 2:55
SUN 12:40, 3:20; THURS 10:40
THE WESTDALE
POKÈMON DETECTIVE PIKACHU 3D () FRI-SAT
1014 King St. W., Hamilton.
6:30, 9:20; SUN-WED 6:30, 10:40; THURS 6:30
905.577.007
thewestdale.ca
ROCKETMAN () 4:30, 7:30, 10:30; SAT-SUN 1:30,
4:30, 7:30, 10:30; MON-THURS 7:30, 10:30; THURS THE BIGGEST LITTLE FARM (PG) FRI 4:00, 6:45;
SAT, TUE 6:45; SUN, THURS 3:45; WED 9:00
1:00
LONG SHOT (PG) FRI-SAT 9:15, SUN 6:45, MON
THE SECRET LIFE OF PETS 2 3D () THURS 6:30,
3:45; TUE, THURS 9:00
9:00
DUMBO (F) SAT 1:30; SUN 1:00
UGLYDOLLS () SAT-SUN 2:00
NORTH BY NORTHWEST (PG) SAT 4:00; WED 6:45
TOLKIEN (F) MON 6:45; WED 3:45
SILVERCITY MOUNTAIN
795 Paramount Dr., Hamilton
THEY SHALL NOT GROW OLD (R) TUE 3:45
ROCKETMAN () FRI,SUN-THURS 1:30, 4:30, 7:30,
10:30; SAT 10:40, 1:30, 4:30, 7:30, 10:30
THE SECRET LIFE OF PETS 2 3D () THURS 6:00,
8:30

905.560.02

cineplex.com

ALLADIN () FRI 4:05, 7:05, 10:00; SAT 10:00, 1:00,

the studio thought entrusting this to director/co-writer Ritchie was a good idea, since
he has absolutely no feel for the material.
But then of course the point of these movies
isn't to make art, but to remake it. Once
again, street urchin Aladdin (Mena Massoud)
finds a lamp, meets a genie (Will Smith) and
wishes himself royalty to woo strong-willed
princess Jasmine (Naomi Scott), while sinister Jafar (Marwan Kenzari) plots to steal the
lamp and the kingdom. But now Jasmine has
a little more agency, which is nice, and a
handmaiden played by Nasim Pedrad, who is
the best and therefore woefully underused by
the filmmakers. But almost from the start,
the weird combination of slavish re-creation
and new business serves to remind us over
and over again that the original movie got

everything right: this Aladdin is just longer,
busier and filled with questionable decisions. The original movie is right there on the
shelf, delightful and sprightly and alive. Why
would you bother with this thing? (N.W.)
BOOKSMART
HHHII
(Directed by Olivia Wilde, runs 102)
Booksmart is a raunchy comedy about two
overachieving teens who seek one hard-partying wild night out before they graduate
high school. It's been aptly compared to
Superbad but with girls. And it played like
gangbusters with the women I either saw or
discussed it with. The film's every coming-ofage beat, outrageous set piece and throwaway gag won their laughs and applause. I'm

sure it will be a hit, and I'd encourage everyone to see it, even if my own response is
more muted. It could be a guy thing. Or it
could just be a me thing. I loved the charming and idiosyncratic characters, but the
gags can be meandering. I appreciated the
progressive world view director Olivia Wilde
and her writing team keenly push forward, a
racially and sexually diverse environment
where discrimination and toxic attitudes
seem eradicated, though I'm not sure it adds
up to much. I would totally give the movie
another spin, but only because, whatever the
flaws, time spent with Beanie Feldstein's
Molly and Kaitlyn Dever's Amy would by no
means feel wasted. Their appeal is undeniable. (R.S.)
CONTINUED ON PAGE 22
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FLORISTS
FLOWERS ...

The Perfect Gift
for hard to buy for people!
Get them a Bouquet-A-Month
for 3 - 6 months, and we’ll do

FREE DELIVERY!

We also do custom floral
arrangements.
Chedoke Flowers
945 Garth, Hamilton
905.387.5773

www.chedokeflowers.com.

Classified ads
can cost
as little as
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$

00 + HST

Email or call
to discuss
your options!
905.527.3343 x104
classad@viewmag.com
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MEDIA
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MORTGAGE NEWS
SO THE WORD is that interest
rates may actually go down
and then hold tight for the
rest of the year which is a bit
surprising. If you qualify for
the best rate you can get a
mortgage for 3% right now
and that is an amazing rate.
Qualifying for the 3% rate is
difficult due to all the new
rules and with the low
appraisals out in the market
it is pretty hard to get the
ideal rate. That being said it
is still worthwhile to shop
around for your rate right
now. This past week I spoke
with four different mortgage
brokers and their insight into
the market may be shocking
to some.
They all are getting deals
done, not at these great low
rates, but rather through private deals which start at 12%
plus fees that will come out
to nearly 18% when all is
said and done. Why are the
private mortgages soaring
while the bank mortgages
with such low rates are not?
Simple. Stress Test. First time
buyers cannot come up with
enough of a down payment so
they utilize the bank first and
then use a private mortgage
to bridge the gap. Those who
are moving on up and into
their dream homes are using
second, third and as one broker put it third, third mortgages. A third, third mortgage is just that — two mortgages taking third position to
get enough funds to buy their
expensive home. Banks will
not lend the full amounts
needed in most scenarios to
which they blame CHMC, or
the government rules, so they
can only lend up to a certain
amount and the second
mortgage from a private
lender is doing the rest. So if

you get a good rate from the
bank, but then a high rate
from the private, and you do
all the math you are paying 8
to 10% for a mortgage in
today’s market. No one is
really talking about it
because no one wants to
admit they are “keeping up
with the Joneses” and the
government does not want to
admit their “stress test” is not
working. It is actually putting
people in a worst positions
since they do not want to settle for less of a house and
prices are not being curtailed.
In the end some will lose
their homes to the second,
third or worse third — third
mortgage holders as they will
be forced to foreclose to
recoup their investment
while others will hopefully be
in a position to get a good
first mortgage in the future to
remove the private mortgages. So where is the angle
to take advantage of this new
scenario? Invest your money
in second mortgages as you
will get a 12 to 18% return
with little risk since rates are
going to stay relatively the
same in the next year. If you
took out your line of credit or
other investment monies you
can still clear 13 or 14%
return after paying fees. If
you are interested in doing
such an investment two of
the four mortgage brokers I
spoke to this week will be
happy to arrange it! V
by Darrin DeRoches
Darrin DeRoches is a local
real estate and mortgage
broker. He can be reached
to answer questions, comments or stories about real
estate experiences through
this weekly column at
sold@uniquerealty.ca.

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 21

BRIGHTBURN HHIII
(Directed by David Yarovesky, runs 91)
Brightburn takes a nifty premise "what if Superman, but bad" - and
proceeds to strip all the potential out
of that very fertile idea, like a child
pulling the wings off a fly. Set in present-day Kansas, 12-year-old Brandon
(Jackson A. Dunn) begins to display
unnatural abilities his adoptive parents (Elizabeth Banks, David
Denman) are desperate to control. It's
a thriller that aspires to the intimate
genre deconstruction of M. Night
Shyamalan's Unbreakable. But director Yarovesky and screenwriters Mark
and Brian Gunn (brother and cousin of
Guardians Of The Galaxy filmmaker
James, who pitched this project to
Sony) don't have the patience
required to explore the world they're
building, settling for a bunch of jump
scares and gross-outs, mostly signalled by the appearance of an affectless tween in a creepy red mask.
There are some interesting ideas
knocking around, but we've already
seen better versions of this movie:
Josh Trank's Chronicle did a great job
with very similar material, and even
Zack Snyder's Man Of Steel asked
similar questions about how a superior being would regard the puny
humans around him. Brightburn
would have been a lot more compelling if it really leaned into the
nature-versus-nurture conflict at its
core, or even added a little complexity to the people around Brandon, who
are all well-meaning, altruistic heartland folk operating from credible emotional places - including the classmate (Emmie Hunter) who pegs him
as a creep almost immediately. But it
wants what it wants, and goes for it.
(N.W.)
GORDON LIGHTFOOT: IF YOU
COULD READ MY MIND
HHHHI (Directed by Joan Tosoni,
Martha Kehoe, runs 90) Gordon
Lightfoot: If You Could Read My Mind
is not the kind of hagiography often
found in music docs, and that's clear
even before the opening credits.
Watching 1960s footage of himself
playing his early hit For Lovin' Me, the
iconic Canadian singer/songwriter
cringes and admits he should never
have written such a chauvinistic song.
While the film could easily indulge in
baby boomer nostalgia, Lightfoot
doesn't let it. Now 80, he's gregarious
and reflective, grateful for his accomplishments without overlooking his
faults. That helps temper the requisite
career arc checklist, which is pretty
much unavoidable in this genre. There
are other talking heads, too - everyone
from Sarah McLachlan to Geddy Lee
to, for some reason, Alec Baldwin but it's Lightfoot himself who offers
the most insight. Considering the
depth of his career - from the 60s folk
revival scene in Yorkville to defining a
conception of rugged-yet-sensitive
Canadiana - that makes him almost
the perfect subject. (R.T.)
BY
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THE HUSTLE
HHHII
(Directed by Jac Schaeffer, runs 94)
The Hustle lets Anne Hathaway and
Rebel Wilson step into the roles
defined by Michael Caine and Steve
Martin in Frank Oz's beloved 1988
farce about two con artists tormenting
one another as they race to fleece a
hapless mark. But the actors don't try
to replicate Caine and Martin's
dynamic. Much closer in age than
their predecessors, they go for sibling
rivalry rather than generational conflict, and their antipathy more than
makes up for the wan presence of
Alex Sharp as a tech genius they designate as their victim. As for the plot,
well, it's getting a little creaky:
despite the new tweak of making
Sharp's character an app designer,
this script is more than half a century old, and its big set pieces were perfected the last time around. It's no
one's fault, really. What The Hustle
does is fine; it's just that we've seen
it done better. It's the same problem
that plagues most remakes of alreadybeloved movies - and, weirdly
enough, makes Dirty Rotten
Scoundrels seem like even more of a
treasure, since it rehabilitated a
movie no one even remembered.
Maybe next time Hathaway and
Wilson can remake a movie that doesn't have such a high bar to clear.
Some subtitles. (N.W.)
LONG
SHOT
HHHHI
(Directed by Jonathan Levine, runs
123) Long Shot is somehow both a
raunchy Seth Rogen comedy and a
very clever, slightly cynical political
dramedy starring Charlize Theron as a
woman trying to hold true to her own
standards while making concessions
to everyone else's. The combination
shouldn't work, but if you've seen
50/50 or The Night Before you'll recognize Long Shot's very specific mixture of knockaround stoner humour
and actual dramatic heft. (All three
films were produced by Rogen and
his longtime writing partner Evan
Goldberg, and all three were directed
by Jonathan Levine, who knows
exactly how to handle this stuff.) The
core plot is a riff on the civilian-lovescelebrity setup of 90s movies like The
American President and Notting Hill comedies with big speeches about
how love can bring people together
and status doesn't matter. But Long
Shot is considerably more clear-eyed
about the power dynamic in the relationship between Fred and Charlotte,
and how the disparity in their status
absolutely matters in every moment
they share. I've long felt Theron is an
underrated comic actor (most recently in last year's Gringo), and Rogen is
an underrated dramatic one, so
maybe it's no surprise that they bring
out the best in one another. But Long
Shot doesn't just fly along on their
chemistry; it's a smartly crafted,
sharply written romantic comedy with
real stuff to say about the modern
political landscape. (N.W.)
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dARIES (March 21–April 19): In the coming weeks it
will make good sense for you to travel down winding
paths replete with interesting twists and provocative
turns. The zigzags you’ll be inspired to pursue won’t be
inconvenient or inefficient, but rather will be instrumental in obtaining the healing you need. To honour
and celebrate this oddly lucky phase, I’ll quote parts of
“Flying Crooked,” a poem by Robert Graves. “The butterfly will never master the art of flying straight, yet has
a just sense of how not to fly: He lurches here and here
by guess and God and hope and hopelessness. Even the
acrobatic swift has not his flying–crooked gift.”
TAURUS (April 20–May 20): Has a part of you
become too timid, docile, or prosaic? Is there an
aspect of your beautiful soul that is partially muzzled,
submissive, or housebroken? If so, now is a favorable
time to seek an antidote. But listen closely: the cure isn’t
to become chaotic, turbulent, and out of control. It
would be counterproductive to resort to berserk mayhem. Here’s a better way: be primal, lush, and exciting.
Be wildly playful and unpredictably humorous and alluringly intriguing. Try experiments that rouse your rowdy
sweetness, your unkempt elegance, your brazen joy, and
your sensual intelligence.

h

GEMINI (May 21–June 20): I prefer live theater
over movies. The glossy flawlessness of films,
accomplished by machines that assemble and polish, is
less emotionally rich than the direct impact of live performers’ unmediated voices and bodies and emotions.
Their evocative imperfections move me in ways that
glossy flawlessness can’t. Even if you’re not like me,
Gemini, I invite you to experiment with my approach
for a while—not just in the entertainment you choose,
but in all areas of your life. As much as possible, get your
experience raw and unfiltered.

i

CANCER (June 21–July 22): I’ve got a message for
you from Cancerian poet Tyler Knott Gregson.
Please read it every day for the next 15 days, including
when you first wake up and right before sleep. Here it is:
“Promise me you will not spend so much time treading
water and trying to keep your head above the waves that
you forget, truly forget, how much you have always
loved to swim.”

j

LEO (July 23–Aug. 22): In 2003, a group of
k
thieves in Antwerp, Belgium pulled off the
biggest jewelry heist in history. To steal the diamonds,
gold, and other gems, together worth more than $100
million, they had to outsmart security guards, a seismic
sensor, a protective magnetic field, Doppler radar,
infrared detectors, and a lock. I mention this, Leo,
because I suspect that in the coming weeks you will have
a comparable ability to insinuate yourself into the presence of previously inaccessible treasures and secrets and
codes. You’ll be able to penetrate barriers that have kept
you shut off from valuable things. (P.S. But I hope that
unlike the Antwerp thieves, you’ll use your superpowers
in an ethical manner.)
VIRGO (Aug. 23–Sept. 22): In the northeast corner of Spain, bordering France, is an area known as
Catalonia. With its own culture and language, it has a
long history of seeking complete autonomy. On four
occasions it has declared itself to be independent from
Spain. The most recent time was in 2017, when 92 percent of the Catalans who voted expressed the desire to
be free of Spain’s rule. Alas, none of the rebellions have
succeeded. In the latest instance, no other nation on
Earth recognized Catalonia’s claim to be an independent republic. In contrast to its frustrated attempts, your
own personal quest to seek greater independence could
make real progress in the coming months. For best
results, formulate a clear intention and define the precise nature of the sovereignty you seek. Write it down!

l

LIBRA (Sept. 23–Oct. 22): A Libran blogger
named OceanAlgorithms wrote, “I’m simultaneously wishing I were a naturalist whose specialty is
finding undiscovered species in well–explored places;

a
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ADULT CHAT LINES

#1 SEXIEST CHAT. It’s FREE to try! 18+
Ham: 905.297.6666 Nia: 905.682.3222
Nightline, Your After Party Starts Now.
nightlinechat.com
Explore your fantasies with local singles!
Try it FREE! 18+ 905.667.8118
Night Exchange, Where Erotic Adults
Come To Play.nightexchange.com

CALL • CLICK • CONNECT
with local women and men in your area.
Call QUEST for your absolutely FREE trial! 18+
Ham: 905.667.5555 Nia: 905.228.5000
Questchat.com

SCORPIO (Oct. 23–Nov. 21): Geologists aren’t
exactly sure why, but almost six million years
ago, the Strait of Gibraltar closed up. As a result, the
Mediterranean Sea was cut off from the Atlantic
Ocean, and within a thousand years, it had mostly
disappeared. Fast forward 600,000 years. Again, geologists don’t understand how it happened, but a flood
broke through the barrier, allowing the ocean to flow
back into the Mediterranean basin and restore it to
its previous status as a sea. I propose that we invoke
that replenishment as a holy symbol for the process
you’re engaged in: a replenishment of your dried–out
waters.

b

To book your classified ad
email: classad@viewmag.com

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22–Dec. 21): I invite you
to meditate on this proposal from freelance
c
writer Radha Marcum: “The spiritual definition of
love is that when you look at the person you love, it
makes you love yourself more.” I hope there’s a lot of
that kind of action going on for you in the next four
weeks. According to my assessment of life’s secret
currents, all of creation will be conspiring to intensify and deepen your love for yourself by intensifying
and deepening your love for other people. Cooperate
with that conspiracy, please!
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22–Jan. 19): Is there a
creature on earth that’s more annoying than
g
the mosquito? I’ve never heard anyone gaze upon one
of the pesky monsters sucking blood out of her arm
and say, “Aw, what a cute little bug.” And yet every
year there is a town in Russia that holds a jokey
three–day celebration in honour of the mosquito.
The people who live in Berezniki even stage a “most
delicious” competition, in which people allow themselves to be pricked by mosquitoes for twenty minutes, with an award going to whomever accumulates
the most bites. I highly approve of the spirit of this
approach for your own use in the coming weeks,
Capricorn. If you have fun with the things that bother you, I bet they won’t bother you as much.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20–Feb. 18): It’s the Forever
Season, Aquarius. You have a poetic license to
e
act as if your body will live for a hundred years and
your soul will live for all eternity. You are authorized
to believe that in the coming decades you will grow
steadily wiser, kinder, happier, and wilder. During the
Forever Season, you may have dreams like flying over
a waterfall at sunset, or finding the lost magic you
were promised before you were born, or discovering
the key to a healing you feared would always elude
you. As you careen through this unpredictable grace
period, your understanding of reality may expand dramatically. I bet you’ll get practical epiphanies about
how to express yourself with greater effectiveness.
PISCES (Feb. 19–March 20): A musical historian from Cambridge University decided it
f
would be amusing to perform forgotten songs that
were written in the Rhineland a thousand years ago.
His research wasn’t easy, because musical notation
was different back then. But he ultimately reconstructed the tunes in ways that he felt were 80 percent faithful to the originals. He and other musicians
subsequently performed and recorded them. I propose
a somewhat comparable assignment for you in the
coming weeks, Pisces. You will benefit, I believe, from
trying to recover the truth about events that occurred
a long time ago and/or by trying to revivify old beauty that has new relevance. V
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and a skateboarding mathematician meditating on an
almost–impossible–to–solve equation as I practice my
skateboard tricks; and a fierce forest witch who casts
spells on nature–despoilers; and a gothic heroine with
twelve suitors; and the sexiest cat that ever lived.” I
love how freewheeling and wide–ranging
OceanAlgorithms is with her imaginative fantasies.
In light of current astrological omens, I encourage
you to do the same. Give yourself permission to
dream and scheme extravagantly.
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KING SHERMAN SAUNA

COMPANIONS

Hamilton’s #1 Licensed Spa

Come say hello to
Lily, Alexia & Raven!
Mon to Sat 10am-1am
893 King St. E., Hamilton

Karel’s Steam Baths
See us on facebook!
905.549.9666
www.hamiltonsteam.com

905-545-5030

Hiring-License Fee Assistance

www.kingshermansauna.com
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JENNIFER
40 Years Old

289.880.9158
Outcalls Only • Cash Only
Gentlemen Preferred • Safe

AISLYN

East Hamilton
905.921.0915

☯☯☯☯☯
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